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University
responds to
investigation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
consultant did not make his
notes a public record while
evaluating the job performance
of Kentucky State University
President George Reid, the
school's legal counsel has told
a state agency.
The Kentucky Department
for Libraries and Archives is
investigating the alleged shredding of a written evaluation of
Reid last year.
The consultant, Ed Penson,
did not make his notes and
observations a public record,
said KSU legal counsel Harold
Greene.
"It was his intent that his presentation be oral," Greene said.
"A public record must manifest
itself in physical form."
Greene's letter was in
response to a request for information from the Public Records
Division
of Libraries and
Archives.
Greene's letter said he is
pursuing whether KSU is entitled to a final written report
and discussing the issue with
KSU regent chairwoman Valinda Livingston.
During a Nov. 16 regents
meeting, Penson, of Tallahassee, Fla., met with the board
behind closed doors and distributed an 84-page written
report regarding Reid's job performance. After discussing the
evaluation. Penson collected all
copies of the report and later
said he shredded them, The
State Journal reported.
The Nov. 16 session was
called as a special meeting,
but 24-hour prior written notification was not made public,
a violation of the state's Open
Meetings Law. KSU officials
have acknowledged no notice
was given and have said another meeting would be held to
correct the violation. No new
meeting has been held.
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Burley sales discourage farmers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— After
the first day of statewide burley
tobacco sales in November, Rod
Kuegel, president of the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association, called it one of the
worst opening days in recent memory.
By the time sales ended last
week, Kuegel expressed a similar
sentiment about the season as a
whole.
"It's certainly the worst one

I've ever seen," Kuegel, a Daviess
County farmer, said.
Last fall, farmers knew that
some of the state's crop was
drought-damaged, but they were
unprepared for the cold shoulder
that the tobacco companies gave
to even their better-quality leaf.
The tobacco companies declined
to buy about 42 percent of the
season's offerings. That makes
I999's percent second highest only
to the drought year of 1983, when

companies passed up 52 percent
of the burley brought to market.
The tobacco that wasn't purchased went into surplus pools.
"The family farm is dead in
the water," said Leroy Williams,
a Spencer County farmer, after company buyers sailed past about
100,000 pounds of tobacco at the
Big Shelby warehouse in Shelbyville Wednesday, without bidding on a single pound.
When the last sales of the ,ea-
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Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
around 40. Light wind.
Tuesday...Partly sunny. High
in the mid 60s.
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ers for it with money borrowed from
the federal government.
Counting the tobacco paid for
it in that manner, the 1999 crop
brought about $1.1 billion across
the eight-state burley belt, or $785
million for Kentucky farmers. That
compares with $1.2 billion for the
belt last year, and $901 million
for Kentucky.

IN See Page 2

Ray: Criminal
charges against
Clinton possible
WASHINGTON (AP) — Independent Counsel Robert
Ray said Sunday he is adding investigators to help him
determine whether to file criminal charges against President Clinton.
It marked the first time that Ray, who took over for
Kenneth Starr in October. has publicly discussed the possibility that Clinton might be prosecuted for his statements and actions in the Monica Lewinsky matter.
A federal judge in Little Rock, Ark., has held the president in civil contempt for 10 alleged lies in a deposition
that "no reasonable person would seriously dispute."
Ray announced last week that he found no evidence
of criminal wrongdoing by White House officials or the
first lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton, in the 1996 "Filegate"
episode.
He said Sunday that he found "no dissemination for
partisan political purposes" of hundreds of files of Republican former White House employees that the FBI was
ordered to deliver to Clinton staff members.
But he said on ABC's "This Week" that the five-year,
$50 million investigation that began with Starr's look at
the Clintons' Whitewater real estate dealings is far from

• See Page 2
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A DOMED STADIUM.. Fans of Murray State University
baseball brave the wet and chilly weather
as the 'Breds took a doubleheader from Tennessee Tech
Saturday afternoon.

Graves County may
consider new jail
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
decade after constructing a 55-bed
jail, Graves County may be considering building a larger lockup.
Jailer Jimmy Coltharp has asked
the fiscal court to consider building a $1.7 million, 85-bed facility.
Coltharp said the new jail is
needed to comply with changing
laws and offset the current increase
in arrests and repeat offenders.
He also blames slow state processing of inmates to prisons for
some of the overcrowding.
County Judge-Executive Tony
Smith said the fiscal court is considering a study on the matter,
but is unsure whether the county
will move forward with the project.
"We must see what our options
are first," Smith said. "The worst

College to
renovate
buildings
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
This summer will be unusually busy on the Kentucky Wesleyan College campus.
That's when the school will
begin significant rebuilding and
renovation of buildings damaged
in a Jan. 3 tornado.
The storm caused more than
$4.5 million in damage on the
70-acre campus.
"There will be a bustle of
activity this summer," said
Kathryn Farmer, a spokeswoman for the school.
The
college
president's
house has already been razed,
and school officials said they
are not sure whether it will be
rebuilt at the same location.
President Wesley Poling and
his wife have found temporary
housing through a trustee.
Portions of the roofs of two
dormitories and Presidents Hall,
which houses the library and
cafeteria, will also need to be
replaced.
The library is in use, but
the cafeteria was knocked out
of action.
Officials said all 12 buildings on campus will be repaired.

son wrapped up Thursday, co-op
leaf supervisor Scott Altauser said
the two burley cooperatives had
taken 230 million pounds of tobacco into the pools.
The tobacco in the pools is leaf
for which the companies failed to
bid a penny a pound above the
federal support price. Under the
tobacco program, that forces the
Lexington co-op and the Burley Stabilization Corp. in Knoxville to
retain the tobacco and pay farm-

thing we can do is overbuild and
not have enough inmates or underbuild and have too many."
Like many surrounding counties, Graves County is experiencing an increase in methamphetamine drug arrests, female arrests,
jailing of child support nonpayers
and stronger DUI laws that have
resulted in more business for
Coltharp.
The current jail, which contains
12,000 square feet and cost $1.8
million, has been operating beyond
capacity since opening 10 years
ago and averages about 100 inmates
per day.
The county also has a 64-bed
restricted custody facility it uses
as a minimum-security jail. Other
inmates are transported to jails in
other counties, which costs taxpayers as much as $26 a day.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
WASHING FOR LIFE.. Members of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital X-ray department wash cars Saturday as they raise money for their contribution for the upcoming Relay for Life fund-raiser later this spring.

Garrett shooting trial set
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Joseph Anthony Garrett is scheduled to stand trial May 16 for
two counts of attempted murder
and one count of first-degree burglary in connection with last fall's
shooting of a New Concord man
inside the man's home.
Meanwhile, Jamie Bender. Garrett's sister and alleged accomplice, has been placed on five
years probation
instead of 10
years in prison for two counts of
amended first-degree wanton endangerment and third-degree burglary
as part of a plea agreement.
Bender faced the same charges
as Garrett stemming from the Oct.
II shooting of Jimmy Dale
Cafourek II, who was dating Garrett's estranged wife, Pam, at the
time, according to Calloway County Sheriff's Department records.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust sentenced Bender and slated a trial date for Garrett, 26, of
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a Kentucky 94 East address, during March 13 court proceedings.
Foust ordered Bender to pay
$402 in court fees by July 24 and
submit to random drug screens.
Bender. 17, formerly of North
12th Street, was certified to stand
trial as an adult soon after the
shooting incident.
According to court records,
Cafourek and Pam Garrett returned
to his home after she had had
surgery earlier that day at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
where Joseph Garrett allegedly
threatened to kill Cafourek.
After walking into Cafourek's
home. Joseph Garrett, bearing a
rifle, and Bender came out of a
back bedroom and confronted them,
witnesses' affidavits said.
Joseph Garrett allegedly shot
Cafourek in the hack as the latter ran from the home, then went
outside to a nearby wooded area
and shot at Cafourek's car windshield as Cafourek tried to leave.

Investigators later found the .22caliber rifle believed to have been
used in the incident and spent .22caliber shell casings.
According to Pam Garrett's affidavit, she and Joseph Garrett had
been separated about three months
prior to the shooting.
Meanwhile, Foust placed Kimberly Risner. 31, of Buchanan.
Tenn.. on five years probation after
she pleaded guihy to 49 counts
of felony and/or misdemeanor theft
by unlawful taking from her former employer as part of a plea
agreement. Risner faced 12 years
in prison.
The judge ordered her to pay
$402 in court fees by July 24 and
$71,059 in restitution and fees.
Risner must pay $67,679 to Larry
Murdock, owner of Rapid Objects
LLC on Killdeer Trail in Murray.
for whom she once was a secretary and bookkeeper.

• See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
CENTER COURT.. Watched by some friends, Jeff Whitehead, a seventh-grader from Paris. Tenn., lines up for a
skateboard stunt fn Murray Saturday. He was in town
with family to do some shopping.
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Police say sect
leaders died in fire

• Garrett ...
From Page 1
According to Kentucky State
Police affidavits, Risner wrote nearly four dozen checks for more
than the correct amount, wrote some
to herself or kept cash from deposits
between September 1998 and September 1999.
In other cases, Foust:
• Reinstated a seven-year sentence
for Ralph Dean Hill, 59, after Hill
violated the terms of his five years
probation. He was credited with 132
days jail time.
Hill, address unknown, was charged
with terroristic threatening and harassment charges in Graves County in
November, leading to an emergency
-protective order and domestic violence
order being filed against him. He was
on praation for an August 1997 wanton-endangerment and gun-possession
sentence stemming from a 1996 shooting
• Sentenced Charles Blanton. 46,
of Spruce Street, to one year for
dmended first-degree wanton endangerment for cutting Joe Allen Owen
Jr. of Murray with a box cutter Oct
13 during an argument about mone
• Dismissed two counts of obtaining a controlled substance- by fraud
against Gerald Bucy, 51, of Princeton, who was accused of illegally getting prescriptions for.Lortab in December 1997 and January 1998.
• Scheduled an Oct. 18 trial date
for William James Futrell, 35. of Trez-
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vant, Tenn., who is charged with traf- _
ficking meduunphetamine, a Class C
felony, and misdemeanor trafficking
marijuana and drug-paraphernalia possession. Sheriff's investigators found
the drugs or items containing residue
on him and in his car in November.
Foust ordered 90 percent of the value
of Futrell's car and the $530 seized
from him to be forfeited to the sheriff's department. The other 10 percent went to the commonwealth's attorney's office.
• Scheduled a May 3 trial for Darrell Keeling, 34, of Paducah, who is
charged with second-degree forgery.
possession of a device to make alcohol and four counts of second-degree
unlawful transaction with a minor. He
allegedly wrote five bad checks at
local businesses last December from
an account he set up in Illinois using
the identity of a former Marshall County Jail inmate. A juvenile allegedly'
helped him in four instances.

Benton teen,
passenger
hurt in wreck • Clinton ...
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Benton teen-ager remained
hospitalized in good condition here
Monday morning with injuries she
received after losing control of her
car when it hit some standing
water on Radio Road.
Brandi R. Edwards, 17, was
kept overnight for observation in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
with scrapes and bruises following the wreck Sunday night. a
hospital spokesman said.
Edwards was northbound on
Radio Road just before 9 p.m.
when her car hit some pooling
water about 6 1/2 miles north of
Murray, ran off the road and hit
a mailbox, fence and tree before
coming to rest, a Calloway County Sheriff's Department report said.
A passenger. Bridgette D.
Edwards, 15, also of Benton, was
treated for bruises at MCCH and
released, the spokesman said.

Cypress Trail
fire under
investigation
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The state fire marshal's office
is still investigating the cause of
a blaze that destroyed a Cypress
Trail mobile home this past weekend.
Deputy Fire Marshal Joe King
was summoned to the Janet Free
home to investigate the fire, which
apparently began in the living
room, according to a Calloway
County Fire-Rescue spokesman.
Twenty CCFR members in three
trucks fought the blaze, which was
reported just after 11 p.m. Saturday, the spokesman said.
The home, located about 16
miles southeast of Murray near Kentucky Lake, was fully involved
when firefighters arrived, he said.
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sealed from the inside before the
fire began.
Syncretic Christian religious
sects are mushrooming across Africa as many people become disillusioned with the inability of politicians to improve their lives.
The Kanungu sect has branches
in several other parts of Uganda,
and its members used only gestures
to communicate, reportedly for fear
of breaking commandments. But
they do sing and pray aloud.
In the wake of the disaster,
Ugandan President Yoweri
Museveni today warned the nation's religious leaders against
those who might endanger the lives
of the unsuspecting.
The government "believes in the
freedom of worship. It also has a
duty to protect the lives of the people of Uganda ... and to ensure that
Ugandans are not at the mercy of
some dangerous and opportunistic
individuals who parade themselves
as religious leaders," a statement
from M use ven i's office said.
Following the deadly blaze, rural people who lived near the compound told police and reporters that
members had told them about a
sighting of the Virgin Mary and
that something big was going to
happen. Kibweteere had reportedly
predicted the end of the world on
Dec. 31. When that didn't happen,
he moved the date up to Dec. 31,
2000.
Last week, sect members feasted
on roast bull and soda after selling
their possessions and telling friends
goodbye, local residents told reporters.

Proposed primary
changes loom in South
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dicated is that no person, including the president of the United
States, is above the law."
Also 'on ABC, Sen. Charles
Schumer, a Clinton ally, said he
does not think Ray is conducting
a partisan investigation. But
Schumer, D-N.Y., said many Americans feel enough is enough.
"My basic view is that the commonsense view of the American
people is the right view, which is
the president has been punished.
He has the mark of Cain on his
forehead he could never erase,"
Schumer said. "And that we ought
to ... go on to other things."
Ray said the Lewinsky investigation is not the only one left on
his agenda.
WASHINGTON (AP) — An"It is my judgment based upon
the several mandates that we have other early end to the primary sea... to arrive at reasoned and con- son has opened a debate on whether
sidered judgments with respect to elections should be coordinated by
each, and when those decisions region, time zone, population, or
are made to release them ... even- not at all.
And Southerners are finding the
tually to the public." he said.
He should be finished, he said, ultimate answer could have a major
"during the course of this year." impact on their role in selecting a
Schumer said that risks involv- president.
Texas Gov. George W. Bush
ing the legal process in politics,
specifically Mrs. Clinton's cam- and Vice President Al Gore
paign for the Senate from New clinched nominations last week
during a slate of Southern primaYork.
ries. But by then, challengers John
McCain and Bill Bradley had abandoned their White House hopes.
leaving the frontrunners as the pre••
sumptive nominees.
In essence, the race was over beFrom Page 1
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The federal program is set up were willing to purchase would minute constituencies."
Democratic National Committee
to force the tobacco companies to have reduced the quota cut by less
Joe Andrew met last
Chairman
that
To
tobacco.
Kuegel
said.
surplus
than 2 or 3 percent,"
buy the
Also, discounted pool stocks week with his GOP counterpart,
end, the government cuts quotas
— the amount of tobacco each would have left the co-ops with' Jim Nicholson, to talk about prifarmer can grow — to create a less money than they needed to mary reform ideas.
The secretaries of state have enshortage from the fields so the repay the government loans —
an idea that divides the
dorsed
companies purchase the pool stocks and they would have had to assess
country
into four regions. States in
to make cigarettes.
farmers to make up the difference. a region would vote on the same
But cutting quotas is equivaKuegel said co-op executives
lent to cutting pay for farmers. hope something can be done to day. with a month separating each
They face a 45.3— percept cut for reduce the pool stocks before the election. Whichever chooses first
one election would choose last the
2000.
2000 tobacco season ends to foreSome years the co-ops, which stall another quota cut next year. next; New Hampshire and Iowa
would retain their traditional roles
as the kickoff contests.
Southern voters would go second in 2004, first in 2008 and last
SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED
in 2012. The states included would
be Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
MAXIMIZE YOUR
SHOW
Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana,

over.
He has sworn in two new attorneys, will be hiring others and is
bringing in investigators from the
FBI and other agencies.
"I am anticipating making judgments about whether or not it is
appropriate to bring prosecutions,"
he said. "I intend to have the
assistance of experienced people,
experienced prosecutors, to help
me make those judgments."
"There is — as the public is
well aware — a matter involving
the president of the United States
in connection with the Lewinsky
investigation," Ray said.
"The country went through the
matter of impeachment. The judgment was made by the country
that it was not appropriate to remove
the president from office," he said.
"It is now my task as a prosecutor, with a very limited and narrow focus, to determine again
whether crimes have been committed and whether ... it is appropriate to bring charges."
He promised his investigation
will be fair and thorough but said:
"There is a bigger issue here, and
the bigger issue is yet to be vindicated. And the issue to be yin-
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
THIS ISN'T ICE HOCKEY...Murray State Thoroughbreds
baseball fan and player mom Anita Poynter keeps stats for
herself during the doubleheader against Tennessee Tech
Saturday at Reagan Field.

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) —
The death toll from a church fire in
Uganda believed to be a mass suicide of parishioners had reached at
least 500, officials said today as
they prepared for a mass burial of
the charred and disfigured bodies.
Four days after the fire at the
church compound belonging to the
Christian sect Movement for the
Restoration of the Ten Commandments of God, police said they had
counted 500 bodies.
"It may be a total of 600," said
police spokesman Asumani
Mugenyi, adding that burial in a
mass grave would begin today.
Earlier reports had put the number of victims at between 235 and
470.
Police said all five leaders of the
sect, four of them former Roman
Catholic priests or lay workers, had
died in the Friday morning blaze
just outside Kanungu trading center, 220 miles southwest of Kampala.
Mugenyi identified the leaders
as Cledonia Mwerinde, 40, a former prostitute who built the
group's compound on the farm of
her late father; Joseph Kibweteere,
68, a former Roman Catholic priest
in Kabale diocese north of
Kanungu; and Dominic Kataribabo,
32, Joseph Kasapurari, 39, and
John Kamagara, 69 — all reported
to be former priests.
Mugenyi said the identification
of the alleged leaders was not based
on forensic evidence but on "comments from local people" who told
police the five had been inside the
building— said to have been
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Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands.
Such a system would greatly influence campaign strategy — and
even those who choose to run. It especially could affect social conservatives, who count on parts of the
South as their base.
While proponents say a rotation
would level the playing field, opponents contend a national calendar
shouldn't be used to change the dynamics of an election.
They point out that while Iowa,
New Hampshire and South Carolina each had a disproportionate effect on the GOP primary this year,
those states are in distinctly different regions. That, they say, gave
candidates at least a sampling of
the country.
"This plan could pit region
against region," said Georgia's
Paul Coverdell, who is Bush's liaison in the U.S. Senate. "It reminds
me of Washington types who think
they can sit around over coffee or
beer and fix everything."
For decades the South was
safely under Democratic control,
with allegiances switching to Republican in recent years. But in
. 1998, Democrats won governorships in Alabama, Georgia and
South Carolina, and President Clinton carried four Southern states in
both 1992 and 1996.
These things have made regionwide generalizations rather murky,
even in the once-solid South.
Don Fowler, a South Carolinian
and former Democratic national
chairman, said he doubts future
candidates would ponder avoiding
conservative Southern states to appear more moderate. But what candidates say and do in them could
determine the outcome, he said.
"Bush came into South Carolina
the compassionate conservative and
left as a right-winger," he said.
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Pottery-making classes set
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Mrs. Frances Bradley
Mrs. Frances Bradley, 90, Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray
and Evansville, Ind., died Saturday, March 18, 2000, at 3 a.m. at
Methodist Central Hospital, Memphis.
Her husband, Ed Bradley, died
Dec. 30, 1988. Born Sept. 10,
1909, in Hickman County, she was
the daughter of the late Melas
Linn and Nina Mae Maddox Linn.
Mrs. Bradley was a member of
First Baptist Church, Evansville.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Hayse and husband, Charlie, Evansville; one son,
Ed L. Bradley and wife, Jo, Germantown, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Louise Roper, Murray, and Mrs.
Rachel Wilson, Nashville, Tenn.;
five grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no
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The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center
will host adult pottery makWilliam E. (Bill) Johnson, 37, Hidden Lake Road, Hardin, died
Saturday, March 18, 2000, at 6:37 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, ing classes April 15.
There are two sessions planned:
Benton.
10
a.m.-noon and 1:303:30 p.m.
He was a parts manager for Sportsman Lodge.
The class fee is $10 and regSurvivors include one daughter, Kaitlin Johnson, two sons, Brent
Johnson and Christopher Johnson, and his father, Gene Johnson, all istration is required. "Friends" of
of Hardin; his mother, Mrs. Vadin Elliott, Alton, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Wickliffe Mounds, members of the
Betty Gerber, Alton, and Mrs. Jodie Lawrence, Hardin; two brothers, museum sponsorship program,
Shawn Johnson, Hardin, and Terry Johnson, Charlotte, N.C.; his fiance, receive a 20 percent discount on
workshop fees.
Dolly Taylor, Hardin.
Participants will explore preThe funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Willard Walls will officiate. Burial will follow in historic Native American methods
of producing decorative and functhe Unity Cemetery, Hardin.
tional pottery. Reta Joyce Mitchell
from ReJoyce Designs, Pottery and
Art Studio of Harrisburg, Ill., will
Mrs. Molly Byars, 84, Birch Street, Benton, died Friday, March 17, give hands-on
instruction. Students
2000, at 4:15 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
will create their own pottery vesHer husband, Loman Byars, and her parents, Lake Holt and hem sels to take
home.
Beggs Holt, all preceded her in death.
Mrs. Byars was a member of Maple Springs United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Sara Cothran, Gilbertsville,
and Mrs. Shirley Ninuno and Mrs. Linda Sue Smith, both of Benton;
two sisters, Ms. Charlene Holt, and Mrs. Polly Watkins, Benton; one
Army Maj. Michael N. Wells
brother, Billy Holt, Benton; seven grandchildren; 10 great-grandchilhas
graduated from the U.S. Army
dren.
Command
and General Staff OffiThe funeral was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home of Benton. The Rev. Bob Saywell of Murray officiated. Bur- cers Reserve Component Course
at Fort Leavenworth, Leavenworth,
ial was in the Maple Springs Cemetery.
Kan.
The 19-week course is conducted
each year concurrent with the term
Graveside services for James Burley Scott Jr. were Saturday at 3 one of the 10-month Army Comp.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Odell Colson officiated. mand and General Staff Officer
Pallbearers were Thomas Dyer, Troy McClure, Paul Scott II, Richard Course. Reservists are integrated
Scott, Bryan Scott and Cecil West. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with active duty officers from all
was in charge of arrangements.
branches of the U.S. services, as
Mr. Scott Jr., 70, Paducah, died Wednesday, March 8, 2000, at 8 well as military officers from other
a.m. at his home.
countries.
His wife, Mrs. Nell Scott, preceded him in death. Born Sept, 8,
The course is designed to pre1929, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late James Burley pare selected military officers for
Scott and Maud Dyer Scott.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of Teamsters
Union.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Martha West and husband, Charles,
Benton, and one brother, Paul E. Scott and wife, Jessie, Murray.

Mrs. Molly Byars
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FRANCES BRADLEY
visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to St. Jude's Children
Research Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.,
or to the Alzheimer's Association.

Mrs. Mary Lou Hutson
Mrs. Mary Lou Hutson, 65, Fairmont Street, Paducah, formerly of
Calloway County, died Sunday, March 19, 2000, at 7:15 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Clifton B. Hutson, and one brother, Menon W. Adams,
preceded her in death. Born April 21, 1934, in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late John Wesley Adams and Roy Elizabeth Cooper Adams.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Pounds and husband, Bob, New Concord, and Mrs. Sharon Bessent, Paris, Tenn.; two
sons, John Darnall and wife, Debbie, Murray, and Steve Hutson, Paducah; eight grandchildren, Clint Rollins, Greta Rollins, Seth Rollins,
Dawn Lucas, Joey Darnall, Jacob Darnall, Tommy Darnall and Stephanie
Bessent; three great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Joe B. Dill
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Joe B. Dill, 89, Donelson Parkway, Dover, Tenn., died Sunday,
March 19, 2000, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Owner of Uncle Joe's Discount Store at Dover, he was a member
of First Baptist Church, Dover.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Vinson Dill, preceded him in death. Born Oct.
23, 1910, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the late J.D.
Dill and Ida Geurin Dill.
Mr. Dill is survived by one son, Bobby Dill, Dover, five grandchildren, seven great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Anglin
Funeral Home, Inc., Dover. The Rev. Terry Kirby and the Rev. Gary
McEwen will officiate. Burial will follow in Stewart County Memorial Gardens, Dover.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. -Ruby E. Adair
Mrs. Ruby E. Adair, 82, Crawfordsville, Ind., formerly of Veedersburg, Ind., died Sunday, March 19, 2000, at 12:17 a.m. at Ben Hur
Nursing Home, Crawfordsville.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Albert Sherman
Hendon, in 1949; her second husband, Otis Adair, in 1991; one daughter, three sisters and four brothers. Born June 14, 1917, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of the late William D. Turner and Alma
J. Mathis Turner.
Mrs. Adair moved to the Veedersburg area from Kentucky in 1966.
She was a member of Veedersburg Church of the Nazarene and was
a cook at Sunny Inn Restaurant there for several years.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mary E. Smotherman and
Mrs. Avis Roberta Myers, both of Murray. and Mrs. Linda Jean Dockins, Jacksonville, Fla.; one grandson, John Hendon, Crawfordsville,
who made his home with her for several years; II grandchildren; 17
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Dickerson
Funeral Home, Veedersburg. The Rev. Edwin Retter will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Rockfield Cemetery, Veedersburg.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Tuesday.

Mrs. Leona Williams
Mrs. Leona Williams, 75, Calvert City Convalescent Center, formerly of Hazel, died Sunday, March 20, 2000, at 5:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements

James Burley Scott Jr.

Mrs. Lalla F. Boyd

Gordon Martin Judson Sr.
Gordon Martin Judson Sr., 82, South Fifth Street, Murray, died
Thursday, March 16, 2000, at 3:27 a.m. at his home.
He was the son of the late Heny L. Judson Sr. and Ruth Louise
Schank Judson.
Survivors include two daughters, Patricia Judson, Detroit, Mich.,
and Barbara Judson, Warren, Mich.; two sons, Gordon M. Judson Jr.
and Patrick Judson, Detroit; two sisters, Mrs. Cleora Bowman, LaSalle,
Mich., and Mrs. Aletta Beethum, Escanoba, Mich.; three brothers,
Henry Judson Jr., Warren, Harvey Judson, Copac, Mich., and Kenneth
Green, North Carolina; special friend, Judith Green, Murray; seven
grandchildren.
Memorial services -will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at First United Presbyterian Church, Warren, Mich. The Rev. Tiffany Nucelly-Holleck will
officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.
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duty as commanders and principal staff officers in large unit military organizations, and provide a
broad base of warfighting skills
and knowledge in tactical and operational war levels.
Wells is the son of Barbara W.
and stepson of James Hines of
1516 N. 16th St., Murray.
The major graduated in 1977
from Calloway County High
School, Murray. He received his
bachelor's degree in 1982 and
earned his master's degree in 1988
from the University of California,
Berkeley.

have been interested in Lexington
because it is the hometown of Brian
Littrell, a singer in the popular
group, The Backstreet Boys.
She apparently was unaware that
her family was searching for her,
said Eivind Homme, press counselor for the Norwegian Embassy
inWashington D.C.
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- An
international police search for a
young Norwegian tourist ended
when the 21-year-old woman was
found safe at a shelter.
Assistant Lexington Police
Chief Fran Root said Randi Kloeve
was unharmed and no crimes were
associated with her disappearance
from New York last month. Police
put Kloeve on a plane Friday night
to New York, headed back to Norway.
Suspicions of foul play led to
the search by the international police agency known as Interpol, the
Norwegian Embassy in Washington, D.C., the FBI, and the New
York City Police.
Kloeve, studying at an Oslo
school to be a librarian, had not
been heard from since late February, when she e-mailed her family
that she was having a good time on
vacation. At the time, she was staying at a New York City hotel.
Lexington police found Kloeve
at a local shelter Friday after receiving a tip from international
authorities that she could be in the
area, said Root, who declined to
specify where she was found.
Authorities say they aren't sure
why Kloeve came to Lexington.
But Root confirmed that police received information that she might
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Get Ready For Spring!

tion on the many benefits of foster parenting for Kentucky S.A.F.E.
can come by the Western Kentucky office at 1419 State Route
45 North in Mayfield or call (270)
251-3207 anytime.

EVENING
Pick 3:
2-3-3
Pick 4:
4-1-5-0
Cash 5:
5-11-15-19-21

Wickliffe Mounds Research Center is a program of Murray State
University. The center is open daily
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is
located on highways 51/60/62 west
in Wickliffe.
Admission is $4 for adults,
$3.75 for senior adults, $3 for
ages 6-11, and children under 6
are admitted free. Helping to sponsor the event is the Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Company.

Norwegian tourist
found at shelter

The funeral for Mrs. Lalla F. Boyd was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was pianist.
Pallbearers were Eldon Heathcott, Phil Powell, Bobby Johnson,
Guy Cunningham, Randolph Story and Bill Halford. Burial was in the
Boyd Cemetery in Trigg County.
Mrs. Boyd. 101, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Friday, March 17,
2000, at 8:50 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Retired from Food Services at Murray State University, she was
the oldest living member of Memorial Baptist Church where she was
active in the WMU. She was active. in the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens.
Her husband, Henry Boyd, died Oct. 20, 1972. Born Oct. 14, 1898,
in Trigg county, she was the daughter of the late Dillard Leneave and
Metoka Cunningham Leneave.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wilma Billington and husband, Mason, Murray; one son, William D. Boyd and wife, Joy, Cadiz;
one sister, Mrs. Nell C. Young and husband, J.B., Hopkinsville; three
grandchildren, Henrietta (Penny) Mitchell and husband, Jerry, Cadiz,
and Jon Mark Billington and wife, Dena, and Phillip G. Billington
and wife, Amberly, all of Franklin, Tenn.; four great-grandchildren,
Tara Henderson, Tasha Henderson, Elizabeth Billington and Avery
Billington.

$

Kentucky S.A.F.E. (Specialized
Alternative Family Environments)
recently opened a regional office
in Mayfield. The agency provides
therapeutic foster care in private
residences to children who are in
full custodial commitment of the
state of Kentucky.
Agency Regional Director Bryan
Bacon stated that. "The recruitment of foster homes has already
begun in many areas of the Purchase to include Murray, and the
response has been excellent. The
state of Kentucky is experiencing
a shortage in foster families, which
play a critical role in the battle
against child abuse and neglect
across the state."
Kentucky S.A.F.E. currently
operates six successful programs
across the state of Kentucky.
Anyone wanting more informa-

To register, send a check payable
to Wickliffe Mounds, indicate class
preference, and mail to: Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center, P.O. Box.
155, Wickliffe, KY 42087. For more
information, call (270) 335-3681
or e-mail at wmounds@brtc.net.
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When a tax increase is not
FRANKFORT Ky.(AP) — The
euphemisms are almost enough to
make taxes a laughing matter.
The new one coined by Gov.
Paul Patton when he was trying
to peddle $140 million a year
worth of it was "revenue recovery." Patton explained he just wanted the state to get back some of
the money it lost when, first, it
cut five taxes over the past six
years; and, second, get back some
of the money the state would like
to collect from people who buy
things over the phone or over the
Internet and don't pay sales tax.
But recovering taxes isn't the
same as recovering a fumble. And
to many, there is little room for
wiggling when taxes are concerned.
Kentucky Taxpayers United, for
example, asks legislators to sign
a pledge promising to vote against
and oppose all attempts to increase
taxes.
Every session, they proclaim
some legislators as a "friend of
the taxpayer" for voting against
tax increases.
Legislators, though, can wiggle
with the best of them.
Sen. Dick Roeding, a Fort
Mitchell Republican, is among
those who have signed the pledge.
And he voted in favor of a bill
that increases by 1 percent the tax
on the cost of a hotel or motel
room in Kenton, Campbell and
Boone counties.
"To me, it looks like it's a user
fee that the industry is trying to
put on themselves," Roeding said.
Rand Paul, chairman of Kentucky Taxpayers United, said it is
a tax increase, pure and simple.
"Nobody seems to be paying much
attention to their pledge this year,"
Paul said.
That same sort of disagreement
over definitions is sure to break
out when the Senate has to wrestle with the budget.
The House budget is based in
part on a series of measures that
increase state revenues by nearly
$180 million in the coming two
years.

One piece is a 7 percent tax
on telecommunications services,
such as long distance telephone
calls, beepers and satellite and
cable television services.
The state levy would also replace
a hodgepodge of taxes on utilities
imposed by schools and some local
governments. So, for some people, there could actually be less
taxes paid on those services in
the aggregate.
Is that a tax increase?
Senate President David Williams
said a 4 1/2 percent rate would
be all that is needed to raise the
money necessary to replace the local
taxes. Would that be a tax increase?
There is no tax paid now on
long distance telephone calls or
on satellite TV. And some people
don't have any local taxes on any
of the services.
The House proposal would also
extend the corporate license fee
to companies that are organized
as limited liability partnerships or
corporations, which are not now
subject to the license fee.
Williams has said the change
merely treats these new kinds of
corporations the same as others
and is a fairness issue. Is that a
tax increase?
The final piece of the House
package is a more complicated
revision in the way the state property tax rate would be calculated
each year.
As it is now, the rate must be
revised each year to ensure that
no more than 4 percent more
money is raised each year on property taxes.
As a result,'With the increase
in the value of jroperty, the rate
falls each year.
The House revtsion would be

to exclude property that is new
each year — such as a new home
— from the calculation to figure
the 4 p"rrETAT car.
The rate would probably still
fall each year, barring a depression, but would probably not fall
as much.
Williams notes that local governments are allowed to exclude
new property from their calculation each year.
Is that a tax increase?
Williams offered a definition of
a tax increase Friday that seemed
pretty exclusive.
"A measure that is passed and
takes people's money and gives it
to the government," Williams said.
And, using that definition of a
tax increase, Williams said the
Senate won't pass one this year.
Paul said his groups strictly
construes the notion of tax increases.
If an entire package raises some
taxes and lowers others to have
no net change in receipts, Paul
said the taxpayer group does not
consider that an increase.
"The bottom line is does the
legislation raise or lower taxes."
Paul said.
Eighteen of the 20 Senate Republicans, plus Democrat Walter
Blevins have signed the pledge.
Williams is one of the two
Republicans who has not signed
the pledge.
As if defining a tax increase
was not hard enough, Williams
last week added a new twist.
The state Senate, Williams said,
has provided "tax relief" for the
poor of Kentucky.
Williams' definition of tax relief
was that the Senate did not vote
to increase the gas tax.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 8 - North County Times of Escondido, Calif., on the Pentagon's fiscal 'black hole':
As politicians of both major parties call for
accountability and fiscal restraint — and many of
them bemoan the state to which the U.S. armed
forces have fallen — laxness, errors and incompetence at the Pentagon are making that giant
bureaucracy its own worst enemy.
Nearly everyone supports better pay and housing for our men and women in uniform, but it's
difficult for the Pentagon to make a pitch to Congress and to U.S. voters for more money when it
can't keep track of what it already has. For the
fourth year in a row, the Pentagon's inspector general reported (March 3) that the Pentagon's books
are in such disarray that they cannot even be
audited.
That's a shameful state of affairs in an agency
that consumes $275 billion a year, and an invitation' to fraud and abuse. ...
As a result, the Pentagon is unable to supply
accurate information to Congress, cannot accurately estimate the savings from base closings, cannot
provide reliable statistics on whether to contract
for services or rely on the government for them,
and cannot reliably state the cost of defense systems that are subject to national debate. ... Federal agencies have been required since 1996 to
state not whether they could pass an audit, but
whether their books were such a mess that they
could even face an audit. For four years now, the
Pentagon has said it cannot. That is inexcusable.
Secretary of Defense William Cohen has known
about these accounting problems for years. They
are his responsibility. If he cannot clean up the
accounting mess at the Pentagon, it's time to find
someone who can.
March 14 - The Palm Beach (Fla.) Post. on
cyber-democracy:
Saturday's Democratic presidential primary in
Arizona had no marquee race now that Vice President Al Gore is sure to be nominated. Yet voter
participation could be four times that of 1996
because the state does have the Internet.
The nation's first binding online election is a

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (5(2) 753-1927 or emaileil to mltemurrayledger.com

glimpse into the future of cyber-democracy. Voting by computer surely will expand, raising both
hopes and fears. ...
. Okaloosa and Orange county officials are working with the Pentagon to allow troops overseas to
vote by computer in the presidential election. It
will be Florida's first online voting.
Candidates are using the Internet to raise millions for their races. Web sites and e-mail addresses are standard fare on campaign literature. ... If
voters aren't motivated enough to leave the house,
is their voice really worth hearing?
March 7 - The Times of Northwest Indiana,
on Good Friday:
'The thorny issue of the church-state relationship and the need to safeguard against the possibility of government favoring or promoting a religion provide a steady stream of court cases, some
of which go all the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court. In one such case, a Bloomington resident
challenged the constitutionality of Good Friday as
a state holiday in Indiana. On Monday, the top
court let the holiday stand.
The right to pursue a court remedy on these
matters should not be ridiculed or restricted. By
the same token, however, this right should not be
invoked without sufficient cause. Granted the dividing line is not always absolutely clear, but. at least
in this case, common sense, and now finally the
Supreme Court. are on the side of the holiday.
The reason for the holiday is practical rather
than religious.
Of course, Good Friday, two days before Easter, is very important to Christians. It marks the
day of Christ's crucifixion. But the state is not
commemorating, or forcing people to commemorate, that event. The fact is that, if it is not a
state holiday, a large number of people are likely
to take the day off anyway; and the same goes
for their children in school. The result would be
a non-holiday that would be a worthless workday
or school day. ...
Here is hoping there is no case against Christmas as a public holiday — and no defense of it
as a secularized holiday linked to Santa Claus and
gifts.
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Bush, Gore poke at each other
AUSTIN,Texas(AP) — George
W. Bush and Al Gore started going
after each other even before they
locked up their parties' presidential nominations. With that fight
now settled, they have less than
eight months until the November
election to drive home their points.
Here are some of the likely
themes:
— TRUTHFULNESS: Republican Bush is already going after
his Democratic rival on the issue,
telling audiences that Gore will "say
anything" to get elected. Among
the Bush campaign's fodder are
the vice president's suggestions
that he invented the Internet,
brought attention to the toxic contamination of Love Canal and that
he and wife Tipper were the inspiration for "Love Story."
Another point is Gore's pledge
to make campaign financing a cornerstone of his campaign. Gore
says he's learned from his fundraising problems during the 1996
re-election campaign, including
raising money at a Buddhist temple, an episode Bush now refers
to often. A Gore friend and fundraiser recently was convicted of
fund-raising improprieties, including matters related to the temple
event.
— RIGHT WING: Gore contends that Bush is a right-wing
extremist and uses such phrases
as "risky tax scheme" and "extreme
right wing" to describe the Texas
governor and his proposals in a
rerun of some of the plays he and
President Clinton used to trounce
Bob Dole in 1996.
Newt Gingrich may be long
gone from the House speaker's
chair, but his name still pops up
in Gore's speeches when he says
Bush's proposed five-year,$483 billion tax-cut plan is bigger even
than what Gingrich and "that gang"
of Rcpublicans had offered.
Gore also invokes the Christian right when noting Bush's opposition to abortion.
Other fodder for Gore is Bush's
reluctance to criticize the National Rifle Association after its executive vice president asserted this

ANALYSIS

GLEN JOHNSON
AP Writer
week that Clinton exploits gun
deaths for political gain. Bush said
certain motives shouldn't be
ascribed to the president and
appealed for an end to name-calling, but he did not criticize the NRA for the comments.'
— EDUCATION: Bush is running on his education record in
Texas and, after securing the GOP
nomination Tuesday night, attacked
Gore on the issue.
Bush wants to strengthen
accountability by supporting local
testing of students and by threatening to yank federal money from
schools that perform poorly.
He contends Gore simply promises more schools and more teachers without addressing the core
educational problems.
"This is a bright and dividing
line in this campaign," Bush said.
One cautionary note already
being played up by Gore: Exit
polls show that about four in 10
Republican voters in Texas believe
there have not been "significant
reforms" in state schools under
Bush, now in his second term as
governor.
The same polls show that more
than six in 10 Democratic voters
agreed the schools have not been
significantly reformed under Bush.
— EXPERIENCE: Gore, who
is in his eighth year as Clinton's
vice president, argues that his rival
doesn't have enough experience to
be president.
Gore also has switched from
linking Bush's "risky tax scheme"
to the Reagan-Bush years. connecting it to the "Bush-Quayle"
years instead.
Gore says he simply wants to
"refer to the most recent experience," but introducing former Vice
President Dan Quayle's name is
not accidental, as Gore tries to
stoke whatever public perception

is out there that Bush is a lightweight.
"Does Governor Bush have the
experience to be president?" Gore
asked Wednesday night at a rally
in Moon Township, Pa. "No," the
crowd screamed back.
A continuing vulnerability for
Gore, however, is public unease
about his ties to Clinton.
A recent ABC News-Washington Post poll showed people evenly split on the question of whether
Gore is too close to Clinton to
provide the fresh start the country appears to be seeking.
Gore has been working hard to
establish himself as an individual
separate from Clinton, but Bush
has taken to referring to the "Clinton-Gore" administration at every
turn.
— OTHER ISSUES: Besides
attacking Gore on education and
trustworthiness, Bush plans to hit
the vice president for failing to
support personal savings accounts
as an alternative to Social' Security.
He also plans to argue that
Gore is weak on health care because
more Americans are uninsured
today than when Clinton-Gore took
office in 1993.
A final line of attack by Gore
is to portray Bush as a puppet of
the campaign contributors who
helped him set a new fund-raising record by hauling in $73 million for the campaign.
The vice president also cites
Bush's friendships within Texas
industries as reasons why the state
leads the nation in pollution and
why Bush cannot be trusted to
pursue a balanced energy policy.
On the Net: Bush campaign:
http://www.georgewbush.com.
campaign:
Gore
http://www.algore2000.com

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 14 - The Jordan Times of Amman, change of plans. the Pope included Qasir Al Yahoud
on Pope John Paul II's visit to Wadi Kharrar: in his March 20-26 Holy Land pilgrimage.
Many Jordanians hoped that, by praying at Wadi
A press conference by the Latin Patriarch of
Jerusalem on preparations for the upcoming pil- Kharrar, the Pope would have defacto sealed the
grimage of Pope John Paul II to Jordan ended up sanctity and uniqueness of the site.
As we prepare to welcome the Pope to our
reopening a debate on the authenticity of the Bapwe should remember that he is not a politland,
tism site at Wadi Kharrar.
It was exactly what the patriarch wanted to ical leader who should be expected to take sides.
avoid, but the more he sought to affirm the neu- His message is strictly moral and spiritual.
Second, the Catholic Church has never "offitrality of the Catholic Church, the more journalcialised" holy sites, not even in the case of the
ists pressed him.
The Latin Vicarate felt obliged to issue a state- Holy Sepulchre.
There is enough solid archaeological proof at
ment clarifying his position and defending the findWadi
Kharrar to testify that it is a baptism site
earlian
of
testimony
a
as
Kharrar
Wadi
ings at
er Christian tradition locating the Baptism Site that was revered by generations of faithful Christhere, rather than on the Israeli-controlled Qasir tians.
Let us. therefore, not ask the Church for what
Al Yahoud.
cannot do
we
But we were disappointed that. in a last-minute
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BEN GRAVES
Libra'', Director

A special "card party" for the benefit of the Angel Community Clinic will be held by PrimeLife of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in conjunction with the Murray Woman's Club.
The party will be March 29 from 1 to 3:30 p.m. at the
Woman's Club House. All of the proceeds raised from this
party will go to the Angel Clinic, one of the projects of the
Murray Woman's Club.
The cost is $5 per person. Reservations can be made for
your table of any type of cards with Eva Morris at 753-8584.
The public is urged to support this special fund-raising project.

Farm safety meeting Tuesday
A farm safety program will be Tuesday at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center, College Farm Road. The first session from noon
to 3 p.m. will consist of several booths and speakers on various
safetY. issues. The evening session will start at 6 p.m. with Dale
Dobson, farm safety specialist with the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture to speak at 7 p.m. This is open to all interested persons and is being sponsored by KDA, and Farm Bureau, Soil Conservation District and Young and Adult Farmer Program, all of
Calloway County.

Betty Eldridge and Harlan Underhill

Oaks ladies plan event

•
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. This is open to all ladies of the club. Hostess
will be Shirley Wade, phone 753-2220.

er

Extension council tonight
Calloway County Extension Council will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at the Senior Citizens area of Wealcs Community Center. Items to be addressed include committee reports, area extension council report and CEC budget recommendations. All council
members are urged to attend.

Moms In Touch will meet
a light-

lave the
?" Gore
. a rally
%lo," the

ility for
unease

Moms In Touch International, a prayer support group, will meet
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray. For information call DeeDee Cohoon at 753-9778
or Ginger Leave! at 759-4732.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This will be ai. business
meeting. The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or
never married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at
1-270-247-7754.

West View plans activities
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Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home
•include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday; Bible Class at 10 a.m. and Card Games at
2 p.m. Wednesday; Music Hour at 10 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m.
Thursday.

Library plans children's events
Calloway County Public Library
have Baby & Parent/Adult
at 9:30 a.m. and Toddler & Pat/Adult at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday; and Parents & Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour for 3 to
7-year-olds at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday. Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, said the program theme for the groups will be "Zoo."
For information call 753-2288.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will have its annual business meeting
on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. A
social hour will be before the meeting.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Kirksey lodge will meet
Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 will meet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at Hickory Log Restaurant, Hwy. 121 Bypass, Murray.
All lodge members are urged to attend. For information call 4892403 or 759-4516.

A joiiit meeting of all Site-based Decision Making Councils will
be tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at Calloway County High School
library/media center.

:ampaign:
corn.
:ampaign:
,rn

The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Plans will be completed for
the March 31st benefit program. Hostesses will be Pat Miller,
Kathryn Mowery, Annie Nance, Julie Osborne, Norma Paschall,
Beth Peck and Virginia Randolph.

Family members wanted
for those missing in action
The Department of Defense ' Department of Defense is trying
(DOD along with Veterans Affairs to locate:
Calloway County - M.C. Geurin
is trying to locate family members of those missing in action and Will Henery Hester; Graves
County - Charles E. Dismukes,
from the Korean War.
Current information on file is Anthony Massey Jr. and George
limited and dated. For more than Truett Pryor; McCracken County
40 years, DOD has had little or - William F. McDaniel; Christian
no contact with many of the fam- County - Frank Bassett Carroll,
ilies of these service members. They Bobby Davis, Thomas Francis
are seeking information such as Nunes, Floyd W. Pryor and Richard
name,relationship, address and tele- Thomas West; Caldwell County phone numbers of surviving mem- Leslie Junior Guill and John E
McAllister;
bers.
Hopkins County - Leslie B. LathThe North Korean government
is allowing the United States to am; Union County - Kenneth W.
send joint field investigators and Farmer and Caleb W. Hazel; Ohio
excavation teams into North Korea County - James W. Maddox, Ardell
to try and account for the miss- Nation Neal and Forrest J. Thomasson;
ing service members.
Daviess County - William E.
If you have any information,
contact Sam McClaren at 1-270- Brashear, Homer Marvin McDaniel,
885-9622 or outside of Hopkinsville James A. Sandefur and Robert A.
Wright; Muhlenberg County call 1-800-928-9622.
The following is a list of names Howard Ray Harper; Clinton Counof those service members that the ty - Joe S. Elmore.

CORN-AUSTIN KIDS
Tommy
NAUTICA
POLO
LUCKY

A meeting for Project Graduation 2000 for all senior parents of
Calloway County High School Class of 2000 will be Tuesday at
6 p.m. at the Calloway County High School cafeteria. All parents
and guardians are urged to attend.
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Buddy Campaign 2000
You have an opportunity to
make a BIG difference...one
child at a time.
Please give when asked!

LOSE

g

far as to buy a copy of each for
myself. (And believe me, when
my hard-earned shekels go down
for a book, it has to be good!).
Both books are (or were) available locally. I found copies at a
large local discount chair, and you
can get them through local bookstores.
If you own or are thinking of
getting a DVD player, drop in
and let us know. We're meditating on circulating DVDs as we
do videotapes, but we're trying
to judge the level of demand.
We would like to be right up
to date with our technology, but
we don't want to wind up getting too far ahead of our patrons.
So, let know what you think.

grie
Senior Circuit
Prnented by
Glendale Place

Christy Mattingly
Marketing Director

A POSITIVE
OUTLOOK
Health experts are coming to
understand something that most
people have known all along being joyful, resilient, and content
helps make us both happy and
healthy. A positive outlook protects
against stress, which is the pervasive tension linked to heart disease
and strokes. Thus, those who have
positive outlooks are likely to live
longer. In'fact, researchers from
Harvard Medical School have
found that women 100 years and
older share a common trait: They
are not plagued by the negative
feelings of anger. guilt, fear and
sadness. Fortunately, a healthy atti-,
tude can be cultivated the same.
way that physical fitness can.
Indeed, those who are mentally and,
physically fit have the best chance
of living long, healthy lives. •
At GLENDALE PLACE. you'll
find an environment which encourages activity and living life to the
fullest. Use of the Activities
Center, Crafts Room. Library,
Beauty/Barber Shop, and private
areas to host your social guests
make GLENDALE PLACE an outstanding retirement community.
Monthly rentals are available: and,
we do not charge an entrance or
endowment fee. For further information or to schedule a visit, call
us here at 905 Glendale Road (7591555). "Put Some Gold Into Your
Golden Years.-

50 LBS

Bring out the
Best in You!
At age 37 I had truly tried every
diet and had even been termed
morbidly obese by my doctor. He
recommended I try the Hi-Energy
Program. In 7 weeks on the program I lost 67-1/2 lbs. In 1 year I
lost 158-1/2 lbs. When I reached
my goal I'd lost 178-1/2 lbs. and
124 inches ... or 10 feet! I truly
believe in the Hi-Energy Program
and have spent the past 3 years
helping others lose weight on the
program.
If you've tried other programs and
still not achieved success, give us a
try. We'll help you get the weight
off and keep it off!
Robin Knight

A
Indrvtdual Results May
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RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
lEistirdlire
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Dinner 4-7:30 pm • Thursday - Sunday
SUNDAY Open At 10 am • BREAKFAST BUFFET
State Route 80, Hardin, KY • 437-4200
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"Spring is in the Air"

Music Department will meet

Project meeting Tuesday

at Wadi
aled the

Betty Ann Eldridge and Harlan Avery Underhill will be married
Saturday, March 31, 2000, at 6 p.m. at Faith Missionary Baptist
Church, Hwy. 121 South toward New Concord. The Rev. Parvin Hill
will conduct the ceremony.
A reception will follow the wedding ceremony in the community
room of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations have ben sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Miss Eldridge is the daughter of Jerry Eldridge and Ms. Betty
Eldridge of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Nancy Eldridge and
the late Oral B. Eldridge of Almo, Leonard Duncan of Paducah and
Ms. Evelyn Duncan of Murray.
Mr. Underhill is the son of Tony and Kathy Underhill of Murray.
He is the grandson of Lil and James Walker of Almo and of Jim
and Betty Underhill of Murray. His great-grandmother is Mrs. Ethel
•
May of Providence.
The bride-elect is employed at Shed Cafe, Dexter, and the groomelect is employed at Captain D's. They are both members of Faith
Missionary Baptist Church.

Joint council meeting tonight
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Eldridge and Underhill
wedding on March 25

There I was, thinking that the
truly silly song was an endangered species, when suddenly we
got a copy of"Dr. Demento's Twentieth Anniversary Collection."
It's 36 great novelty songs on
two CDs. Listen to such gentle
refrains as "The Battle of Kookamonga" from Homer & Jethro,
"King .Tut" from Steve Martin,
Allan Sherman's "Hello Mudduh,
Hello Faddah," and Lonnie Donegan's classic, "Does your chewing gum lose its flavor on the
bedpost overnight."(And they said
culture was dead!)
Novelty songs don't get a lot
of respect but the tunes are ferociously catchy.
Listen to them twice through
and you'll be humming them to
yourself at odd moments during
the day. It's a great way to annoy
your wife, dismay your friends,
and embarrass your children.
Enjoy!
We've just gotten Ron White's
"How Computers Work," the millennium edition. If it has anything
to do computers, White's book
shows how it works in the best
thought-out color illustrations I've
seen.
"Computers" is nearly an inch
thick and covers everything from
disk drives to the Internet.
If you want to know what
makes it go, this is the book you
need. (I've learned several things
myself from reading it and I've
been herding computers since
1973.) Highly recommended!
What's that? You say you don't
care about the mysteries of silicon? You just want to make the
computer jump through the hop?
Well then, you want "The Complete Idiot's Guide to PC's" by
Joe Kraynak.
PC's starts with buying a computer and goes through every step
of using it for work, games, surfing the Internet, and even building your own website.
It's correct, easy to understand,
not technical unless it matters,
and always cuts straight to the
chase.
Once you've looked through it,
you may decide you want a copy
sitting next to your computer at
home.
We have copies of "Computers" and "PC's" in our reference
section so that you should always
be able to find a copy.
We also have copies that can
be checked out. I even went so

.-"',PROGRESSIVE

SHE DID IT! SO CAN You!
PROGRAMS FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
FREE CONSULTATION
Hurry! Call Today! 767-0780

Begins at 6:30 p.m.
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Play K of C Mingo every Tuesday Keening 7prn
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
Plays 12
at 1110.00
A Non-prollt Charitable Organiqation
Gaines
Featunng 'NOIR 'Moats
per card or $2 lot three Special cam/ over 7 4 •
Reireahrnents candy and FREE popcorn served Kenthciry Charitable Gaming License reORGOOOOS I 4
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HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
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Tar Heels lead day of NCAA upsets
•Seton Hall surprises
Temple; Hurricanes
down Ohio State
By JOHN NICHOLSON
AP Sports Writer
Nlike Montgomery's blank look said it all.
"It's numbing to think the season is over,"
the Stanford coach said after the top-seeded
Cardinal failed to reach the second week of
the wide-open NCAA tournament.
A day after Wisconsin stunned top-seeded
Arizona and Gonzaga upset second-seeded St.
John's in the West Regional, the Cardinal
dropped out with a 60-53 loss to North Carolina in the South.
Cincinnati, Temple. Ohio State and defending champion Connecticut also lost Sunday, and
Duke needed a late basket and steal from freshman Carlos Boozer to avoid yet another shocker against Kansas.
Stanford's loss left the tournament with as
many No. 10 seeds — Gonzaga and Seton Hall
— as No. Is — Duke and Michigan State.
Since seeding started in 1979, the only other
time two No. Is didn't reach the round of 16
was 1981. when DePaul and Oregon State failed
to survive.
Injuries played a big role in Sunday's games.
Cincinnati couldn't overcome the loss of
Kenyon Martin, and Connecticut was lost with
Khalid El-Amin slowed by an ankle injury.
Martin, the All-American center who broke
his leg in the Conference USA tournament,
could only watch in despair as Tulsa beat second-seeded Cincinnati 69-61 in the South.
"It's hard when you can't help," Martin said.
"It is a helpless feeling. It's very tough in this
room right now. It's something that can't be
explained in words!'

With El-Amin hobbled, Tennessee beat Connecticut 65-51 in the South.
"I know that I bring the energy and demeanor
to this team," the star point guard said. "And
without me, we weren't able to go offensively like we are normally abfe to."
Seton Hall found a way to beat second-seeded Temple in the East after Shaheen Holloway,
the hero of the Pirates' first-round victory over
Oregon, injured his left ankle.
Ty Shine, Holloway's backup, hit the deciding 3-pointer with 18 seconds left in overtime
as the Pirates beat the Owls 67-65.
"I just tried to step up when I saw him go
down," said Shine, who had a career-high 26
points. "When I got into the game we were
kind of down. I just wanted to provide a boost."
Seton Hall will play Oklahoma State on Friday in the regional semifinals in Syracuse, N.Y.
Oklahoma State beat Pepperdine 75-67. In the
other semifinal. Florida will play Duke, a 6964 winner over Kansas. Florida beat Illinois
93-76.
In the South Regional in Austin, Texas, on
Friday, North Carolina will play Tennessee.
Tulsa will face sixth-seeded Miami, which beat
third-seeded Ohio State 75-62.
The West and Midwest semifinals are Thursday. In the West in Albuquerque, N.M., Wisconsin will meet LSU, and Gonzaga will play
Purdue. In the Midwest in Auburn Hills, Mich.,
Michigan State will be matched against Syracuse, and Iowa State will face UCLA.
EAST
At Buffalo, N.Y.
Seton Hall 67, Temple 65, OT
Shine was 7-for-11 from 3-point range, and
Seton Hall finished with 15 3-pointers in 30
attempts.
Rimas Kaukenas added 18 points for the Pirates
• See Page 7A
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KING FOR A DAY.. North Carolina's Ed Cota dished out 10 assists, scored seven points and
secregion
South
a
in
seven rebounds as the No. 8 seeded Tar Heels shocked No. 1 Stanford
ond-round game Sunday afternoon.
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Wildcats' season ends with loss to Syracuse
Preston
CLEVELAND (AP) —
Shumpert knew what was riding on a
flick of his wrist.
Shumpert's jumper from in front of
the Syracuse bench with 37 seconds left
was the difference as the Orangemen held
off Kentucky 52-50 on Saturday in the
second round of the Midwest Regional.
"When you get shots like that in the
clutch, the first thing you usually do is
tense up. I'm glad I didn't," Shumpert

said
Both teams struggled offensively.
"It looked like an ugly game," Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim said. "but we're
moving on."
The Orangemen (26-5) will play topseeded Michigan State on Thursday in
the regional semifinal in Auburn Hills,
Mich. Kentucky (23-10) goes home with
only its third loss in its last 24 NCAA
tournament games over five seasons.

Syracuse. which lost to Kentucky in
the 1996 championship game, won despite
not having leading scorer and rebounder
Etan Thomas for most of the second half.
He was watching from just a few feet
away as Shumpert's shot fell, having
fouled out with 3:46 left.
Thomas, the school's career leader in
blocked shots, picked up his fi)urth foul
away from the ball with 13:22 left and
sat out the next five minutes.

ter as the Thoroughbreds took the
nightcap by a score of 2-0.
Russelburg struck out four Golden Eagles in the opener, but Donnie Long (I-I) fanned eight 'Breds
in six innings before MSU rallied
from a 3-0 lead in the bottom of
the fourth.
Ronnie Sects followed one-out
singles by Justin Varitek and Andy
Mazzier with an RBI double to
left field in the fourth. Long stranded Sects and Mazzier at second
and third by whiffing the next
two batters, but the 'Breds struck
back with three runs in the fifth.
Chris Johnson's RBI single drove
in Woody Winchester with no outs
after Winchester led off with a
• See Page 7A

St

called for his fifth foul with 3:46 left
when he hacked Prince on a drive in
traffic.
Prince hit one four shot and Camara
followed with a pair of thunderous dunks
as the Wildcats pulled even at 50 as the
clock hit the two-minute mark.
The teams traded turnovers before Jason
Hart drove the left side of the lane and
whipped a long bounce pass to Shumpert
on the opposite side of the court.
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Burton
1 rides to
victory in
Mall.com

'Breds earn
• sweep of Tech
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Imes
Sunday's wet we ther helped
the Murray State baseball team
earn a series sweep of Tennessee
Tech thanks to a pair of victories
Saturday at Reagan Field in the
Ohio .Valley Conference openers
for both squads.
Tech (9-9. 0-2 OVC) led Sunday's 1 p.m. game 5-0 in the top
of the third inning before the contest was canceled following a oneand-a-half-hour rain delay.
After MSU (5-14. 2-0) rallied
with three runs in the fifth to
make a five-hitter from Aaron Russelburg (1-4) stand and win Saturday's first seven-inning affair 43, Preston Hesley (2-3) and Jason
Glosser combined on a three-hit-

While he was out, a 33-31 Syracuse
lead was transformed into a 42-40 deficit
as Kentucky pounded the ball inside to
twin towers Jamaal Magloire and Jules
Camara. Magloire scored the first four
points and Tayshaun Prince — scoreless
to that point — supplied the last 10 of
what would be a '14-9 run.
Thomas returned and scored the Orangemen's next four points, keying an 8-3
spurt for a 48-45 lead. But Thomas was
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By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP) —.
Bill Davis didn't believe it, not
even as be saw it unfold.
His cars don't win races. They
take poles, break track records,even
hold leads late in races. But win,
no way.
At least not until Ward Burton's , dominating run at Darlington Raceway to take the Mall.com
400 on Sunday.
"We've been so close so many
BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo
times, I purposely didn't get excitSAFE AT HOME...A Tennessee Tech runner slides home safely during the first game of a ed," Davis, Burton's car owner,
remembered. "These races are so
doubleheader Saturday at Reagan Field. Murray State captured the first game 4-3 and
nightcap.
in
hard to win."
the
win
2--0
with
a
completed a two-game sweep
But no one was going to take
this one from Davis and Burton,
not even Ward's younger brother,
Jeff, who took the checkered flag
the three times Ward finished as
high as second a year ago.
About the only thing Ward,
who owns the track's qualifying
record, had to do to keep the Burtons' Darlington win streak alive
et, and that will have to wait a
was stay out of trouble. "The car
couple of week.
was so strong, it was a privilege
in
But he is certainly headed
to ride in it," said Ward, who
the right direction.
his first Winston Cup vicgained
Woods didn't make a bogey in
October 1995 at Rocksince
tory
the final 34 holes under tough,
•
ingham.
led
He
Hill.
Bay
at
tricky winds
He moved past Matt Kenseth
by at least two strokes from start
laps from the end. He finished
36
to finish and wound up with a 2seconds in front of Dale Jar1.4
that
score
serviceable
under 70, a
rett. Dale Earnhardt, a winner last
turned out to be all he needed.
week in Hampton. Ga., was third
"I think I'm heading in the
in a Chevrolet. Tony Stewart finright direction for Augusta," Woods
fourth, just ahead of Jeff
ished
peakis
game
my
said. "Hopefully.
Burton, who talked like a proud
ing towards that. Hopefully, next
brother.
week I'll have some signs that
Jeff came to congratulate his
I'm actually playing a little bit
better."
older brother, and Ward got on
That can't he good news for
the phone with his parents. who
the rest of the tour.
no longer have to tiptoe around
EASY WIN .TIger Woods claimed victory In the By Hill
victories during family gathJeff's
Invitational after topping Davis Love III by four strokes
erings in South Boston, Va.
II See Page 7A
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Tiger claims Bay
Hill by four strokes
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
tAlip
tikl \NIX).
The
thrilling playoff in lia‘kaii. The
spectacular comeback in Pebble
Beach By those standards, Tiger
Woods victory in the Bay Hill
Invitational was a snoozer.
That doesn't mean it was any
lep spectacular.
;Going head-to-head against the
Np. 4 player in the world. Woods
pip on a clinic Sunday and whipped
Dpvis Love III by four strokes,
matching Woods' largest margin
of' victory since his 12-stroke romp
ill the 1997 Masters.
• "Remember how he used to
grade himself" He about an A-minus
right now, every week," said Love,
who also finished four hack in
the Tour Championship. "I might

go next week and shoot 15-under
and win, but he's been doing it
week after week after week after
week.
"Mentally, right now, he's got
the advantage."
Woods has more than that.
Even with a tight swing, he
still hits it farther than most —
36 yards longer than Love on one
hole. He has a 2-iron that he rips
off the tee with alarming precision and the distance of most players' driver. He has control of his
distance with his approach shots.
He has a short game to die for.
No wonder he has so many
victories. 18 overall in a career
that began just under four years
ago. and 10 of those coming since
in the last 10 months. What Woods
really wants is another green jack-
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Szczerbiak, Minnesota roll past Bucks
By The Associated Press
The Minnesota Timberwolves
have never been this good before.
Not that many people have noticed.
Rookie Wally Szczerbiak scored
a career-high 27 points, and point
guard Terrell Brandon had 28
points and 13 rebounds as the
Wolves moved 13 games above
.500 for the first time in the team's
11-year history.
The Wolves (39-26) buried the
Bucks, who have lost 15 of 20
games and six straight on the road,
with a 41-12 third-quarter blitz in
which they shot 76 percent and got
14 points from Brandon and 13
from Szczerbiak.
"We're still learning and we're
young," Szczerbiak said. "We haven't played well at home, especially against teams under .500. If
we can start taking care of those
guys, we'll be much, much better."
Seven of Minnesota's nine home
losses have been against sub-.500
opponents.
Because they are in the Western
Conference, though, the Wolves often are ignored as by the Lakers,
Trail Blazers, Jazz and defending
champion Spurs get the headlines.

Tar Heels
From Page 6A
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(22-9). Mark Karcher led Temple
(27-6) with 27 points.
Temple coach John Chaney saw
yet another season end without
reaching his first Final Four.
"This team certainly had a lot
more talent and a lot more depth
than any team I've had, but your
best team isn't always the team
that wins," the 68-year-old coach
said.
Oklahoma St. 75,
Pepperdine 67
Fredrik Jonzen scored 21 points
as third-seeded Oklahoma State
broke open a close game in the
second half.
Joe Adkins added 18 points for
the Cowboys (26-6). Brandon Armstrong led Pepperdine (25-9) with
19 points.
Pepperdine was 7-of-32 from
3-point range, while Oklahoma
State made half of its 14 attempts.
At Winston-Salem, N.C.
Duke 69, Kansas 64
Shane Battier had 21 points,
eight rebounds and a career-high
eight blocked shots for Duke (294) in a rematch of the Blue Devils' victory in the 1991 championship game.
Boozer made the go-ahead follow shot with 53.5 seconds left
and stole Nick Bradford's pass 29
seconds later to help seal coach

That doesn't make them any less
formidable, Bucks guard Ray Allen
said.
The Wolves stopped Allen, who
is in a horrendous shooting slump.
He finished with 10 points on 2for-16 shooting and missed 29 of
36 shots in a pair of weekend
losses.
Also Sunday, it was Philadelphia 89, Orlando 85; the Los Angeles Lakers 92, New York 85; Phoenix 99, Golden State 82; Utah 92,
New Jersey 88; Toronto 100, Houston 98; Detroit 101, Vancouver 99;
and Dallas 89, Atlanta 85.
Lakers 92, Knicks 85
Shaquille O'Neal scored 43
points to pass Iverson in the NBA
scoring race, 29.02 per game to
28.98.
Scoring only six points on
dunks, O'Neal displayed a variety
of low-post moves as he had his
second-highest point total of the
season.
O'Neal finished 18-for-31 from
the field and 7-for-13 from the line
with 10 rebounds. The Lakers won
their their 21st in the last 22 games
while also snapping host New
York's four-game winning streak.

STAND AND DELIVER...Karl Malone scored 24 of his 32 points
in the second half as Utah defeated New Jersey 92-88 Sunday.
Jazz 92, Nets 88
last 11 games for the Jazz.
Karl Malone scored 24 of his 32
The Utah victory snapped
points in the second half, and How- New Jersey's • winning streak at
ard Eisley hit two crucial baskets in four games and was just the fourth
the final minute.
loss at home for the Nets in the last
The victory was the 10th in the 23.
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HAIL TO THE VICTORS...Team 10 won the Calloway
County Little League Fifth- and Sixth-grade Basketball
Tournament. Team members are: (front row, from left)
Josh Johnson, Logan Seay, Eric Berberich, Dustin Wilson and Joe Paul Wilson; (back row) coach Greg Boren,
Jordan Lowe, Zachary Miller, Wesley Perry, M.J. McCuiston, Tyler Brockman and coach Hal Perry.

0©012.1EDOASIEI

Mike Krzyzewski's 50th NCAA
tournament victory.
Kirk Hinrich had 12 points for
Kansas (24-10).
Florida 93, Illinois 76
Freshman Brett Nelson had 16
points and three steals to help
Florida advance to the final 16
for the second straight year.
The Gators (26-7) are 4-1 in
the NCAA tournament under coach
Billy Donovan, who succeeded Lon
Kruger following his departure for
Illinois four seasons ago.
Mike Miller led Florida with
19 points. Cory Bradford had 27
points for Illinois.
SOUTH
At Birmingham, Ala.
North Carolina 60,
Stanford 53
Freshman Joseph Forte hit two
huge 3-pointers in the closing minutes for eighth-seeded North Carolina (20-13).
Forte finished with 17 points,
sparking a decisive 10-0 run and
punctuating his effort with a gameending dunk.
Ed Cota added 10 assists, seven
points and seven rebounds to help
the Tar Heels record their 30th
straight 20-victory season.
David Moseley scored 17 points
for the Cardinal (27-4).
Tennessee 65,
Connecticut 51

Tony Harris scored 18 points
as fourth-seeded Tennessee (26-6)
took advantage of El-Amin's ankle
injury.
El-Amin was largely ineffective
for the Huskies (25-10). He scored
only three points, and took just
two shots in 13 minutes.
At Nashville, Tenn.
Tulsa 69, Cincinnati 61
Eric Coley had 16 points and
a career-high 16 rebounds for Tulsa
(31-4).

Pete Mickeal had 16 points and
11 rebounds for Cincinnati (29-4),
and Ryan Fletcher, starting in Martin's place, had 13 points.
Miami 75, Ohio St. 62
Johnny Hemsley scored 24 points
to help Miami advance to the
round of 16 for the first time and
eliminated a 1999 Final Four team.
Elton Tyler added 20 points for
Miami (23-10). Scoonie Penn led
Ohio State (23-8) with 19 points,
eight in a late 90-second span
after Miami took a 13-point lead.
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SPONSORED BY

Stuart Alexander

OP"

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."

.

(270)753-4703 NO SOUTH 4TH STREET,MURRAY.KY
./
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NATIONAL INVITATION TOURNAMENT
Second Round

Siena-Penn State winner vs. Kent-Villanova
winner, TBA
Xavier-Notre Dame winner vs Southern Illinois-Brigham Young winner, TBA
Arizona State-N C State winner vs SW
Missouri St -Mississippi winner, TBA
New Mexico-Wake Forest winner vs Georgetown-Cwitornia winner TBA
Semifinals
At Madison Square Garden
New York
March 28
Semifinal, 6 p m
Semifinal, 8 p m
Championship Round
At Madison Square Garden
New York

Today — All Times CST
Xavier (21-11) at Notre Dame (19-14), 6
pm
Siena (24-8) at Penn State (16-15), 6130
p.m.
Kent (22-7) at Villanova (20-12). 630 p.m
Southern Illinois (20-12) at Brigham Young
(21-10), 10 p.m.

Tuesday

From Page 6A
walk -and Brad Langdon singled.
Garner Byars' groundout to shortstop advanced Langdon and Johnson and Varitek's grounder to second base plated Langdon.
Mazzier then struck out but
reached first on a throwing error
by Tech catcher Ben Cunningham,
which allowed Johnson to score
the eventual game-winning run.
In the second game, Hesley and
Glosser each struck out three Golden Eagle batters to top Casey
Bough (1-4), who scattered seven
hits, fanned eight and allowed one
earned run in six innings. Glosser tossed 1-2/3 no-hit innings to
collect his first save of the season.

Seets scored the 'Breds' first
run and drove in the second. The
MSU third baseman led off the
second frame with a walk,advanced
to second when Nathan Taylor
grounded out and moved to third
on Billy Moore's infield single
before crossing the plate when
Winchester's grounder resulted in
a throwing error by Tech second
baseman Wesley Dunn.
MSU left the bases loaded in
the second inning, but after Byars
and Mazzier singled in the fifth,
Byars - who went 2-for-3 in the
nightcap - scored on Seets' twoout infield single to short.
The 'Breds will return to action
Wednesday versus Christian Brothers at 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.

Arizona State (19-12) at North Carolina
State (18-12), 6 p.m.
New Mexico (18-13) at Wake Forest (1814), 630 p.m.
Southwest Missouri State (23-10) at Mississippi (18-13), 7 p.m.
Georgetown (19-14) at California (17-14), 8
m.

March 30
Third Place — Semifinal losers. 3:30 p.m.
Championship — Semifinal winners, 6 p.m.

Third Round
March 22, 23 or 24
••••••••••

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
ROG,

CAM
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behind and never got any closer.
Woods now has won 10 times He birdied the 18th hole for a 2in his last 16 PGA Tour events, under 72 and finished second in
and he has won 23.7 percent of Arnold Palmer's tournament for
his starts since turning pro in August the third time.
1996. He also hasn't finished lower
Skip Kendall had a 67 and finthan 18th in a stroke-play event ished third.
in a year.
The final round was essential"It's a lot of fun to go out ly match play between Woods and
there and compete and know that Love, and the result was about as
you have a chance to win the resounding as when Woods beat
tournament," Woods said.
him 5 and 4 in the semifinals of
He speaks from experience.
the Match Play Championship.
It was the 13th consecutive time
Two strokes turned into a 5on tour, and 15th time around the stroke advantage after just four
world, that Woods had at least a holes. Love made bogey from the
share of the 54-hole lead and went bunker, another bogey when his
on to win. It also was the third approach bounced into the rocks
straight time since November he guarding the water, and what felt
faced Love and experienced little like a bogey when he couldn't
pressure.
make birdie on the par-5 fourth.
Of course, Woods had a lot to
"I'm just making silly misdo with that.
takes," said Love, who has gone
"I figured if I could go out nearly two years without winning.
there and stay away from the big
number and just make a lot of
pars, that would put a little pressure on Davis," Woods said.
Love started the day two strokes

lir

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?
Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
Lindy Suiter

/7--

sofroN

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

IIII.

Something New?
Something Different?
Something So Fine...

Tomml(Bahama

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two University of Kentucky athletes did not appear in court for
their scheduled arraignments.
Instead, James Lowry, the lawyer for Desmond Allison and Jeremy gowie, appeared and entered
pleas of innocent Friday.
Allison, a 20-year-old guard for
UK's basketball team, was arrested
Sunday on charges of driving while
under the influence and having
marijuana in the Ford Explorer he
was driving. Suspended from the
team, Allison will lose his scholarship if convicted of DUI.
Bowie, a 2I-year-old cornerback
for UK's football team, was. arrested for the same charge five
minutes later in an unrelated incident

211 S. 12th St.
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State Auto
Insurance

Murray, KY
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Best
Best
Built,
Buy!
Power tilling and
composting: extra strong
for mid-size gardens.
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Discover casual dressing that's
fun, that's elegant.

Chiropractic...May Be The Answer

UK athletes
absent for
court dates

Haverstock
and —
Suiter
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Are you enjoying good health? Millions of others are,
thru chiropractic care.
WHAT IS CHIROPRACTIC?
Chiropractic is a system of health
care that releases one of the most
serious forms of stress from your
body: spinal nerve stress the vertebral subluxation complex). Spinal
nerve stress can affect your nerves,
muscles, internal organs, discs,
bones, brain and weaken your overall health. A doctor of chiropractic
can tell if you have spinal nerve
stress and can release it
Chiropractic has become the largest
drugless health care profession in
the world because it has helped millions of people recover from sickness,
disease and disability and minimize
the use of drugs and surgery in their
lives'

Tillers
Dr. Dennis L. Heskstt, D.C.
HOW DO WE GET SPINAL NERVE
STRESS (SUBLUXATIONS)?
From stress It may occur in infancy from a
difficult birth or from childhood falls. Later
in life, emotional tension or stress can gradually damage your spine or violent injuries
from automobile accidents or sports can
suddenly knock you out of whack "
Nearly everyone eventually gets spinal
nerve stress It is a "hidden epidemic" and it
is for that reason that we all need to have
our spines checked for this condition by a
doctor of chiropractic every once in a
while -- just as we get our eyes, teeth and
blood pressure checked'

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
759-1116 • 1703 Hwy 121 North Bypass

• Cast iron and gear driven transmission
• JUST ONE NAND" operation
• 1 forward/1 reverse speed
• 16-inch tilling width
• Rear mounted Standard Rotating Bolo tines
• Limited Lifetime Warranty'

$59995

••• 11••••• ••• .40.4

wwwAroybillxom

Murray Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571
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Herd management important
Strong market predictions made
last year for late winter and early
spring of 2000 feeder cattle markets have turned out to be on target.
Feeder cattle prices have gained
strength and hopefully will maintain at high levelly-for sometime.
Producers of beef cattle should
maintain levels of beef cattle management during good markets to
maintain high quality feeders going
into the overall beef industry.
Beef producers should continue
to provide grass tetany prevention
to the herd. Cows need 20 grams of
magnesium daily or 4 ounces per
of 15 percent magnesium minday
PETS OF WEEK - Murray-Calmix.
eral
loway County Animal Shelter,
tetany occurs when cattle
Grass
81 Shelter Ln., off East Sycaget enough magnesium in the
don't
more Street, Murray, features
diet. Grass tetany is worse in the
this sheep dog mix, young
spring and fall when cool season
adult female, among the many grasses are growing really quickly
animals available for adop- and provide little magnesium.
tion. Shelter officials urges
Spring calving herd managers
persons to call the animal
shelter if they have lost or
found an animal. Hours of the
shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, and
Producers who recently have
closed Sunday. For informafilled their gas tanks have been
tion call 759-4141.
shocked by the prices. Others are
waiting to fill their tanks, hoping
prices are peaking and will fall soon.
Unfortunately, prices probably will
rise before they fall.
The rising price of oil also
impacts the price of nitrogen fertilizer, which many Kentucky proLinda Erwin Workman has been
depend on to nurture a
ducers
elected to serve on the Calloway
crop.
good
County. FSA Committee.
"Nitrogen fertilizer prices can
Workman will serve a threebe affected by the increase
also
year term representing LAA 3,
prices because natural gas
oil
in
which includes the Hazel, Providence, Stella, Coldwater and Lynn
Grove communities.
Workman will join Larry Crutcher and Mike Burchett on the CounEDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (AP)
ty Committee starting April 1.
Floyd David Grayson, first alter- — Jodi Yotter parks the "Porknate, and Mike Dixon, alternate, mobile" and waits. Customers will
were also elected to the county com- come, attracted to the notion of
buying farm-fresh meat from a
mittee.
comproducer.
local
elected
farmer
The FSA
Yotter and her husband. Tom.
mittee system has been a key factor in the successful administra- raise hogs near Cambridge, Minn.
tion of farm programs. The Sec- Two years ago. plummeting prices
retary of Agriculture considers the all but ruined their family farm's
committee member very important future. They collected $17,818 for
to the success .of the farm pro- 180 hogs at market in April 1998;
eight months later, when the same
grams Congress has provided.
The committee members assist number of hogs fetched less than
in carrying out programs assigned one-fourth the price, it was time
to the FSA committee by inform- to rethink the family business.
Today, the Yotters' direct-maring farmers of the programs and
recommending needed changes in keting business is possible because
a year-old state meat inspection
farm program.

GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
should eartag or identity young
calves while small and easier to
handle. Commercial male calves
should be castrated .while young to
relieve stress on the calf later on.
Remember, weigh registered animals within first 24 hours of birth.
Watch young calves for scours
and other medical problems that
may exist. Prompt treatment of
problems can save some high dollar
calves.
Vaccinate calves six to eight
weeks of age or older with sevenway clostidial vaccine.

New bulls and artificial inseminating bulls should be purchased at
least 30 days before breeding season. Use EPD (Expected Progeny
Differences) when selecting bulls
for your class of brood stock. EPD'S are only good within the particular breeds.
Fall calving herds should be
checked for pregnancy. Open cows
and less desirable stock should be
culled. If these culled heifers or
cows were raised or purchased, the
tax-person needs to know for tax
purposes.

Check with your veterinarian to
prepare for pre-weaning working of
the herd. Vaccinating calves for
IBR,-P13 -BVD-BRSU, h.somnus,
clostridial diseases, such as blackleg, should be done.
Heifer calves should be vaccinated for brucellosis. Deworming
calves for better performance
should be completed at this time
also.
If economics will allow for
creep feeding calves, producers
should consider the extra feed for
extra gain.
Forage management is critical in
early spring for beef producers.
Much of the pasture renovation
should be completed for good results by mid-April. Smooth winter
feeding areas and reseed.
Feeder cattle prices are good at
this point in time. Management of
the herd is very important to maintain good prices for your cattle.

LEMON GROWER..Farley
Adams of Cocoa, Fla., formerly of Kirksey, is pictured
with some of the Ponderosa
lemons grown on his 40 fruit
trees. Adams, employed by
Lockheed Martin of Cape
Canaveral, Fla., is married to
the former Threna Gray.

Fuel price increase impacts fertilizer prices

Workman
elected to FSA
conmuttee

is a key component of nitrogen
fertilizer production," Greg Ibendahl, ag economist for the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. "Fortunately,'nitrogen
fertilizer prices have not increased
nearly as much as fuel prices."
So far, nitrogen fertilizer is only
up by 3 percent from Feb. 1999.
Low crop prices and reduced corn
and wheat acres, along with some
early-season weather problems.
contributed to a 5 percent decline
in fertilizer usage compared to last
year.

"Apparently, supplies are adequate since current low crop prices
discourage any increases in consumption," Ibendahl said. "However, we have probably not seen
the low for nitrogen fertilizer prices
this year."
Oil ministers from Mexico,Saudi
Arabia and Venezuela have talked
about increasing oil production.
Such comments in the past normally would cause prices to fall.
Traders, however, basically have

by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

A UniTIFTON. Ga. (AP)
versity of Georgia scientist thinks
he has found the solution, in the
form of harmless flies, to the growing problem of how to dispose of
excess manure at hog and poultry
farms.
Entomologist Craig Sheppard
says black soldier flies can consume tons of manure and then —
talk about a simplified food chain
— be turned into food for pigs,
chickens or cows.
"It's like getting something for
nothing," he says. -We're going
to make the manure go away, and
we're going to make money doing
It...
Many farmers store hog waste
in holding lagoons that can rupture, polluting rivers and streams.
In recent years, tougher environ-

mental laws have closely regulated how farmers dispose of waste
Sheppard has been studying the
black soldier fly for 20 years. It
lays its eggs in manure and, in a
few days, maggots — the larval
stage of flies — emerge and begin
eating the stuff. They're about an
inch long and one-fourth inch in
diameter.
"It reduces the manure bulk by
a half or more ... and the manure
that's left has a lot less nitrogen
in it," Sheppard said.
Scientists have known for years
that maggots reduce animal waste.
Sheppard focused on the black
soldier fly because it is harmless
to humans, reduces housefly populations and contains proteins and
other nutrients that could be valuable in making animal feed.

THE BEST SHIRT IN
THE WORLD IS BeCK!
RUFF HEWN

$35m)

CornMin
CELLTOUCH,inc.

FREE Long Distance

Dixioland Shopping Center

Call to anywhere in the
50 United States without
long distance charges!

(Behind Hard... on Chmitnut St.)
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program is cutting out the middleman..
"I think we're an example of
a dream come true." Yotter said
"We've had to do something innovative to keep ourselves going
Without the state, that wouldn't
have happened."
Now the Yotters take their hogs
to Lorentz Meats and Deli, a small.
state-inspected operation in Cannon Falls. A few days later, the
Yotters load packaged pork, bearing their own Circle Family Farms
brand name, into two freezer-trailers — dubbed "Porkmobiles" I
and II — to sell directly to consumers.

(270) 753-6749
1271 Robertson Rd. South

Farm Safety Seminar
Tuesday, March 21, 2000

Handling - Gently rub your hands over
the puppy's entire body and move its head
and limbs in every direction Ignore casual resistance but stop if it panics Your
fnendly touch shows the puppy you re a
trustworthy leader After the puppy is cornfortab4e with handling, begin your examination Look at its teeth ears toe nails.
belly, and around the tail The goal is to
have the puppy completely relaxed as if it
were a "rag doll"
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West Kentucky Exposition Center
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Information On.
•Farm Equipment Safety
'Skin Cancer Prevention and Awareness
*Fire Extinguisher Use
*ATV Safety
'Electrical Safety
'Pesticide Safety

by Or Bob Salley

1*

Open
Monday
thru
Friday 8-5

Westside Veterinary Service

VET
TALK
Unless you teach pets good manners
puppies can develop bad habits that often
result in euthanasia Gentling is a basic
tool that reaches puppies to be gentle and
accept positive leadership For this exercise the puppy should be 6 to 14 weeks
old

lbendahl said some analysts are
predicting gas prices may be anywhere from $2 to $2.50 a gallon
by summer. Gasoline inventories are
so low that any actions by refiners is not likely to help prices.
"The only thing likely to help
fuel prices is either opening the
strategic oil reserves or a bigger
increase in production by OPEC,"
Ibendahl added. "However, an.N..
OPEC increase will take up to six
weeks to reach the U.S."

Pet Grooming Service

Meat inspections help

Flies could solve waste problems

ignored these comments this time,
because they believe OPEC will
not put enough oil on the market
to ease the tight supply anytime
soon.
Oil prices have nearly tripled
in the past year to top $32 per
barrel. Traders say the market
needs at least 2 million barrels
more per day to cause the price
to decline. The production increases suggested by OPEC only amount
to 1.2 million barrels per day.

REFRESHMENTS AND DOOR PRIZES

Sponsored by
Callowy County Farm Bureau, Kentucky Department of Agriculture
-1 Calloway County Adult and Young Farmer Program
Calloway County Soil Conservation District

I RIVIT73ififfer""'"
FARMERS!T
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Rostraint - Gently hold the puppy
against its will such as in a hug Ignore
minor struggling arid reward submission
with release and a food treat Do this daily
until the puppy develops trust and relaxes
like a rag doll If the puppy shows tear or
panic, proceed in small steps or put it
down and walk away Otherwise comforting might be mistaken for praising panic
Later start again more slowly Only allow
mild fear then hold the puppy still until it
relaxes The goal is to build trust

pa,
Restraint and handling techniques establish you as the animals pack leader without punishment or aggression Besides
gentling the puppy these behavior exercise bond you and the pet stronger than
anything else

Brought to you as a public service by the vetennanans who
care for your animals at

Westside
Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
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4', 5'& 6' Models

Johnson Drainage Plows

Prepare Your
Farmland For
Proper Drainage
And RunofT!
CALL US!

Irrigation Equipment

Be Prepared For Any Possible
Drought Condition You May
Face This Year
AG RAIN REELS

Develop A
Better Bed
For Your Crops,
With A
KMC Roto Tiller

Also Available: Greenhouse Supplies, Soils,'frays, E-Z Trail Wagons)

(

CBC Ag Enterprises, Inc.
13803 Dawson Springs Road * Crofton, KY *(270) 424-9762
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Display Ads
$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run, 40(i Discount 3rd Run.

753-1916
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per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
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180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

300 Business Rentals

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

YARD SALES

National Rates

340 Houses For Rent

759-5177
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!
FREE Pregnancy
Tests' Lite House
75 3 - 0700.
VACATION
Haven
in
Charleston.
South
Carolina.
Reasonably
priced, owner renting
Beach House. On isle of
palms over looking lagoon
& golf course. Sleeps 7+.
One block form Ocean &
Beach. Call 753-3233.
(Martin & Faye Wells).

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
-free local clam service'

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

LIMPOWEeranc_ri • ocacacPc_PWLI-1 a-O&M
,

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m.
Dine In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que,
Ribs, Chicken & Tenderloin

All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue- and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

Crawford's Bar-B-Qua and
Alma Country Store

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934
c_ro_ro_nc_ndarso_pounLroa-o_zro_zraro_raro_o_rct.,2ro_rop
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Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

Does Your Policy Pay IOW;
of the Deductibles?

'R

A Rentals begin at $29.99
:r Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
.} Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
.1. Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party.
coon Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 38242 Wedding.. Prmns Murray. KY 42071
' 842-53M

and Banquets.

, 270, 751.130

I Your Ad Could Be
Here For

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

$7800
(i3 week minimum)

Ed's Wheel Alignment

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Ahgnment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc.

All Types of Refuse Serwe

Mon.-Fri. F:dmon Jones, Owner
7-00-400
(2701713-1351

e 10.-104siA tit* oer argut*esso
6IFT BASKETS AND BAGS
• 411 Occasions • eustanuzed
An
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You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

Complete Fr-rm(ii Wear Ileadquart r.•
Formal Wear
and Limousine tabpf.eLiI ii
)1
e
Alr,rj

ft
,

Carolflock led.fed..Rep. •
Kontucky Lashoes Kapealesa Sala.
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1-800-585-6033

-JIM'S CARPENTRY
•Reofisig Slating •Ce•tom "WM Doch• Porch..
•Dryer/engem •41.1. Inftrilor Erterlot

(270) 354-0240
FREE EstimatestReferems Avatlabit

.- 1,14kmkk
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Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
DINING room hostess Full Time Maintenance per
the day might come.
needed Must be depend- son needed for apt corn
Your pet has strayed
able, friendly, and available plex. Experience in paint
can't find its way home. evenings & weekends ing, plumbing, electrical &
Approximately 25-30 hrs grounds keeping required
Just give us a call, we'll Apply in person @ willow $7 50hr to start Please
be glad to help,
Restaurant
Pond
in send resume with referYour loved one we'll
ences to. P.O. Box 1040-H
Aurora
try to find.
ESTABLISHED
Murray Murray, KY 42071
'Cause we all have Furry
business seeks motivated HANDYMAN Capable of
or Feathered Friends,
self starter with working carpentry, Janitorial &
Here at the
knowledge of Word & grounds work. Must be
Ledger & Times.
Excel. Logical decision trainable to answer telemaking ability required. phone & handle reservaCall 753-1916
Send resume to P.O. Box tions. Dependable. $8.00
587 Union City, Tn, 38281. hour. America's Paradise
060
Help Wanted
FARM Related seasonal Resort. 436-2767.
help needed. COL drivers HOT Shot Driver Needed
ATTN. Boyd Bros has & laborers. Apply at:
OTR 500 miles radius.
immediate openings for
Royster Clark 1266
759-4592 or 753-3676.
entry- level truck drivers
Brewers Hwy. Hardin. KY
NOW Taking applications
No experience necessary.
FULL/ Part Time technician for full & part time help. At
Earn $500 to $800 per
needed
For
busy Discount Tobacco City &
week and get home weekOptometry practice Lab Lottery. Apply in person at
ly' No CDL? No problem
experience required Apply 621 South 4th Street
15 day CDL training availat 308 South 12th Street, Beside D&T Foods Ask to
able 1-800-242-7364
speak to Frank or Danny
Murray
Hinton
CABLE Installers needed
ASAP Experienced only
apply. Call 759-0882.
CABLE installers needed
ASAP. Experienced only.
Call 753-6706. EXT. 209
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
CDL Drivers, Operators.
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Laborers. 753-1537 or
492-6141
Medicare Supplement Policies,
FULL & Part Time counter
positions are now available
at Murray Captain D's
Contact
Charlotte
Edmonson at 753-9383 to
arrange interview EOE

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Maintenance
Technician
TACciKnik's
Mohon International,
Inc. has a first shift
opening for a maintenance
technician.
Applicant must have
an electrical background working with
'1 phase circuits,
relays, switches, and
PLC's. Pre-employment
substance
screen is required.
EOE. Applications
accepted at Mohon
International, Inc.
Paris, TN,

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of Nursing
Full & Part time (3-11pm
shift;)
Benefits include:
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
Retirement Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare:
Tuition Reimbursement
CONTACT
Cathleen Haley, RN;
Clinical Coordinator 4
4
762-1591 or pick up
application at
WestView Nursing Home
1401 South 16th Street;
Murray, Ky. 42071.
REGION'S Top rated radio
stations searching for a
unique advertising sales
representative to help area
business succeed. Are you
an avid radio listener? Are
you goal driven? Do you
have some kind of sales
experience? If so, we may
be looking for you Full
time salary plus handsome
commissions Fully paid
medical insurance. Cover
letter, work references and
resume to Manager:
93.3 WKYQ-- Electric
96.9, P.O. Box 2397, Paducah, KY 42002.
Fax 270-554-5468.
Background checks will be
conducted. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

320 Apartments For Rent

Lost and Found

BIBLE
MESSAGE

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

060
Notice

5

Just Say "Charge It"

330 Rooms For Rent

020

eness

41‘111111
1110110'

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

line Ad Si IN/ minimum 1.4 its 111c per %Orli per ‘14!, toe ejh iitklirion41..on.cLuto.c day
$2 So extra tor Shopper I Ere.. CU...died. err into Shopping Guide, 52 50 ckir.i
Mind hot ,rds

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Ad Deadlines
Publish

tram Members $6.00 To Start
Full or part-time postlion,
Day or evening shifts.
Flexible scheduling.
Friendly, family
atmosphere.
Great Place Ti, Work!

Apply Now
2-5 p.m.
EOF.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

1

Help Wanted

ULTRASOUND
TECHNICIAN
NEEDED

NOW HIRING
SALESPEOPLE NEEDED

For busy physicians
office. Certification
preferred.
Competitive wages & benefit pkg. offered.

Male or Female

Please send resume
to
P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
A large Fortune 500 Company is currently
interviewing for four IC career-minded individuals in the local area.
WE PROVIDE:
Up to 35-45k, 1st year
'Health, Life, Dental Insurance plus 401k
Savings &
'Stock purchase
•Three weeks expense paid training, and on the
•Job training
'Merit promotions, mgt. possible within 6
months
•GUARANTEED INCOME TO START
IF YOU PROVIDE:
'Strong desire to succeed
•Excellent public relations skills
'Competitive, sports-minded track record
For confidential personal interview
call Monday and Tuesday Only
at 753-5986
Between 10 - 5:30 p.m.
Ask For Mr. Johnson

I. Great Pay Plan
2. 5 Day Work Week
3. Experienced Preferred - Not Required
4. 4 GM Lines + Used
Contact Bill Blackburn - GSM
at Brandon Auto 1Vorld
for a confidential inter% ievt
Monday thru Saturday
For A Great Future With Great Rewards
Contact Me Today
(270)753-5315
(800)455-5315

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Experienced GM
Technician
Brandon Auto World
is seeking an experienced GM technician.
ASE preferred but not required.
I. Pay plan based on experience
2. Excellent benefits
3. Paid holidays
4. Continuous on going GM training
5. Great atmosphere & facility
Call Mitchell NIcNutt
at (2701753-5315 or
(8001455.5315
to set up a confidential inteniem.

Local Church Has Opening For

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

Part-Time Youth Director

Be An Independent Motor Route Carrie
For The Murray Ledger & Times

If interested, job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824
Deadlinefor applications is
April 15, 2000

ANTICIPATED JOB VACANCIES
The Kentucky Department of Parks frequently has permanent,
full-time vacancies in the following classifications:
Cook, Cook Helper, Cook Senior, Park Laborer, Park Worker,
Maintenance Worker and Serving Attendant
SALARY RANGE: $5.151 to $7.588 per hour, depending upon the
specific duties of the position.
In order to be eligible for consideration for these classifications, applicants should submit a completed state application to the Kentucky
Personnel Cabinet and ask to be placed on the appropriate registen Si.
* * * * * * * - *

The Kentucky Department of Parks also has interim positions
available at various times throughout the year. ranging from two to
eight-and-a-half months'duration, at all locations. Types of positions
include
Apprentice I's and II's, Cooks, Lifeguards. Park Laborers,
Park Workers, and Serving Attendants
These positions may be used in administration, housekeeping, front
desk, campground, kitchen, dining room, recreation, and maintenance facilities. The number and type of jobs vary from location to
location. Some jobs may require specific skills and training.
Persons interested in interim employment may apply at the park
business office or local employment services office.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: All applicants must be either 18 years
of age or a high school graduate.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D

Must have own automobile. good driving record
and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn S12,000-S16.000 or more per year.
If interested contact Janet Walker, Circulation
Department at the Murray Ledger & Times,
call after 10 a.m at 753-1916

CITY ROUTE CARRIER'
For the
Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department. Must be
able to work early hours.
Requires heavy lifting. Excellent
benefits for full time
employees include health,
dental and vision insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacations
and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell ,Ave.
Murray, KY
LCL_ASS/F-IELDI

.1*
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MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Part-Time
Sales
Associate
weekPrimarily
ends Must be neat
and enjoy working
with the public
Mail resume and
work history to.
Miss Bradie's
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY 42049
No walk-ins
PART Time Vending
attendant Tues & Thur
3-9 30p m $6 00)hr Apply
at 411 North 4th Murray
experienced
SEEKING
roofers willing to work
hard 5 years experience
489-6125 leave message
Mot:Ale 748-7120
WORK For the nicest club
Hiring
Now
around
weekly
dancers $600
guaranteed Apply in person at Foxy Lady or call
901-642-6177
901-644-0107
NEEDED 38 People to
lose up to 30Ibs Brand
new' Just patented I lost
23Ibs in one month
1-888-756-2284

120
Computers

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
LOVING Grandma will
babysit in my home
Weekends available 7590757
100
Business
Opportunity
FRANCHISE restaurant to
sale High volume sales
Excellent location. currently operating Owner assistance training , available
Contact PO Box 1040-F.
Murray. Ky 42071

Mobile Homes For Rant

Micheal McDougal
Free Estimates
42759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
from
toys
BUYING'S
1950's-1970's. Or older
AntiqLes & Collectibles
759-3456

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

DUPLEX. 2br 18021 2-A
Monroe Ave 5375
753-8002

1-800-909-9064

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St . now accepting applications for 2br townhouses
Office Hours, 10- 2 M-F
Equal
753-1970
Call
Housing Opportunity

Waste
Management

Waste Management of West Kentucky is currently
accepting applications for Route Driver

Applicants Must
Possess The
Following
Qualifications:

Benefits include:
I Medical. Dental and
Vision Coverage
2. Vacation
3 40IK
4 Stock Purchase
5. Competitive Pa'.

I. Stable work history
2. Class B CDL
1 Clear MVR

Applications are accepted at
3426 St. Route 45 South, Mayfield, KY 42066
Waste lAsnapernent an Equal Opportunr, E rnployor

.\
WestView
4

r,

S1JPERY150f1(westvenv) - Full time (3-11 shift)
Competitive salary with shift diffe,entiai
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Positions available at WestView and Murray Calloway
County Hospital's Long Term Care Dittlen
Prefer Certified but will train for certification
cull or Part Time (7-3: 3-11, 11-7 shrfts)
MUST BE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR GED AND AT
EAST 18 YEARS OF AGE
Benefits for all include: Health/Dental Ins Life Ins
iacation. Holiday Sick pay Retirement Plan Attendance
Bonus. Childcare Tuition Reimbursement
CONTA4-1:
Cathleen Haley al 762-1591 WsiV,wi or
Knsty Weaver kt 762-1277 I MCCHI

270-767-3660
'401 MIMI10 STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

LCTS For rent
Toskana Place
753-9270

KENMORE Washer &
Dryer $550 obo 7599153

PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs Coleman
RE 759-4118

!CLASSIFIED

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958,.,.

WITH US

Our sales people are goal onented. have a high
work ethic, and understand the value of quality
customer service and the soft sell approach.
As a Sales/Route Manager you will have a first
year earning potential of between $26.000 to
550.000 with a Guaranteed Starting Salary of $400
to $600 per week.
As an employee you will have ayrotected temtory,
established accounts. quality products. medical.
:profit sharing and paid vacation.
Qualified candidates will have either, sales, management or customer service experience in a people
oriented environment
Applications are begin taken Sat., March 25th 9
a.m.-12:30 p.m.. 307 Bee Creek Dr.. Murray-,
KY. Must be at least 21 years of age or older.
' We are currently seeking candidates for positions
in the Murray/Paris area.
Schwan's Sales Enterprises. Inc.
hpal Opportunto Ernpo,.

PANORAMA Shores/ Lake
View 2br. 1 bath C/H/A,
partially furnished $4001
month plus deposit. 270436-2136 Available 4-1
260
Storage Rentals

Wiggins Furniture
Open Mon.-Frt. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

220
Business Rentals
WAREHOUSE For Rent
6 250sq ft 759-5976 Cal
from 8-4p m

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

1978 WHEELER
12x50 unfurnished 2br
753-7040 leave message
1986 doublewide 28x64
1600 soft 3br 2 12 bath
Asking
siding
new
$24,000 Must sell by April
15th Make an offer Call
759-3626 or 759-9533
1995 LEGEND 16x80, 3br.
2 bath Vinyl, new paint/
floors Financing available.
month Must be
$260
moved Moving. Must sell'
435-4039
20 acres. 2 ponds. barn
Very nice 1997 16x60
mobile home wr extras
$79.000
474-8404 evenings
4 lots 12011/200ft 1997
home.
mobile
16x70
garage, & other out buildings Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own
98 Bank repo mobile home
located in local park Setup and ready to move in
Easy financing
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext 774
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots large metal building
12ft high sliding doors
pfus more 1 mile from
lake 762-0032, 753-9961
FOR Sale 8 Must be
28x60
1978
moved
Double-wide 753-7108
HM 8 Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois 437
3939
SELL Or Rent
Douhlewide 2 miles from
town Very nice & clean
good condition 3br 2
bath Living room kitchen
& utility room 5600/mo
753-3779

Acreage

753-9621

NOW available
1 room studio, lust off campus New carpet. remodeled Coleman RE 7594118
RED OAKS APTS.
Special,
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From S325
Call Today!
753-8668.

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
'Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•ShAred areas are tree ukludir
•Pri.1 uiiliiics
kitehenote. BrcArixiin
hem A: ciii
Conferense Room
sc of LA niadline & opter
*Sprinkler .v.tem

12.200 S. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S 410
Mor Fr, 900-4 30• C311 For Inforrrafion 759-0633
WE ARE S
Section 8 Property now
iccepting applications for
1 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
E HO

220
Apartments For Rent

1BR Apt Partidi itilIiCS
SPACIOUS, Very nice
paid $150 month plus duplex 2br, 2 full baths.
deposit Close to MSU garage
Located
on
753-2934 or 753-5094
Michelle Drive Just North
1BR Apt stove. refrigera- of town behind Cain's All
tor DVs1 W D and ceiling appliances
included
fans Clean no pets
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher
753-9841 or 436-5496
garbage disposal All the
Lease/ deposit
1BR Upstairs Apt Across extras
required Call after 5p rn
from campus Available
767-0912
4-14 No pets Call
753-5980 or nights
753-1203
1BR 1 bath 112 blocks
from MSU $225 plus
deposit No pets
References required
Daytime753-3949 ABH- 759-3050

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room kitchen,
& bath, wid cable Iv Walk
to Hospital or down town
1BR, 1 bath 112 blocks industry 5190 plus deposit
MSU WO hook up $250 of $125 Utilities included
plus deposit No pets 753-9211
required
References
Daytime 753 3949 ABHuses For fleet
759-3050

R

2BR Apt near campus. no
pets Days 753-5980 7531203 after 5pm
1411-A
2BR DUPLEX
Millwood Dr $425( month
759-4406

•

2BR all appliances
furnished Water fur
nished $350 plus deposit
Day- 753-9620
753-7453 after 7p m

Homes For Sale

Used Cots

MUST SELL!!
3br. 1 bath 12 miles
from Murray $39.500
Call 901-837-7595.

1982 Malibu Classic Blue
305 5 0 V-8 engine $900
Call Ed at 762-2241, leave
message
1993 FORD Taurus GL
4dr, 30,V-6 Engine
119,xxx miles $3,500
753-8170

NEW HOUSETWO WEEKS
FROM COMPLETION
3BR .(possibly 4) 2 bath
(possibly 3) 10 ceiling in
great room & dining, tray
ceiling in master, whirlpool,
2 porches, extra deep
garage, loaded with extras
108 Murray Estates Drive
Call 759-4586 or
559-2527

CU];
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Ali Size Units
Available

753-3853
Pets & Supplies
2YR Old Smoke Gray
Persian Neutered $50
753-6965

NEWLY Remodeled 3br
home at 1604 Catalina
Court New heat & air.
paint, carpet, vinyl windows, new bath New Oak
kitchen cabinets, new dishwasher, hot water tank,
counter tops, stove, stackable washer & dryer Call
270-435-4534
OLDER 2 story home in
'Hazel, next to Tooters.
4 BR., 2 1/2 car garage.
New heat & air. Call
$49,900. 492-8144.

100 ACRES

Beautiful building sites. Dogwood and Red
Buds. open fields, woods. ponds and bluffs
over looking river bottom. Property will
have city gas this spring Property has
100,000 bu grain storage. drying system.
Will divide into smaller tracts
Located 1 7 mi. from Murray city limits
Turn left off 94E onto 1483. follow signs

460
Homes For Sale

1995 FORD Escort LX
Wagon Good condition
AM/FM cassette $2800
435-4478
1998 Cavalier Cony
miles
3x,xxx
Loaded
$11.500 492-8144

[az

Excellent condition $725
270-247-2973 Call after
7p m
1995 Yamaha Virago 750
Beautiful pearl red & white
Windshield, saddlebags,
road-pegs fork-bag. &
tank-bra New rear tire
Never seen rain S3.750 00
753-0988

[

Sport Utility Vehicles
121

270-474-8340 Please leave message.
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

HAY For Sale 753-8251

RED Oaks
Bridles To Britches
HWY 94 East Murray, KY
Men's & Ladies Shirts,
Blouses $15 00ea
Jackets- 112 Price,
Spring Saddle Sale
Circle Y Plus Others
We Take Trade Ins On Our
Saddles Lets Trade' 759440A Come On Out'

f

illi
Land For Rent or Leese

FOR Lease 10 Acres Dark
Tobacco Base $1,000 per
acre
753-3272

Real Estate
NICE Older duplex Good
income Will sell below
appraisal value 753-2853

Property

BUILT New in 1996 This
3br. 1 bath has C/H/A,
24x24 garage. 8x10 outbuilding and deck on
approx 1/2 acre Under
$70.000 Call 753-2402
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath. brick Double lot.
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
FOR sale by owner. House
and 4 lots 3 large garages
& fish dressing shed
Within 1 mile of
Cypress Springs Owner
will finance Nice house
$49,500 270-436-5170
HAZEL. 2br, 1 bath Large
room. attached
utility
garage Big lot $29.500
Call 492-8439
JUST In time for Spring,
Builder has 2 new homes
for sale 3br with 3 car
garage and a 4br with large
kitchen and family room
Call 753-3903 to see either
of these fine homes

FOR SALE
3 BR - 2 BA

Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment

270-759-1610
3BR
2 bath Lakefron
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic system
534.900 435-4632
WATERFRONT
Dream
Home- Lake Barkley 5
miles from golf course
marina 8 airport 205ft
Iakeshore double covered
deck wet bar 4 fireplaces
Built for entertainment A
many more amenities
Must Sell $195,000
270-9241112
Lots For Sale
11/2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray 7511-1987

[CLASSIFIED

1996 S-10 Blazer 4x4
Auto,0 D , cruise. PW, PL
4.3 V-6 4dr, leather inten
or. Cd player. new tires
50,xxx miles $15.500
759-2316

condition $5000
759-9762
1993 Altima GXE, auto,
electric, tilt, cruise good
tires, nice condition $5000
753-4437

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.875%. APR 9.0% '30 yr. fixed

Refer to Ad 021 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

763-7407• 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Al
All b
year
HOP
BI

ROY
drive
datio
CAR
truck
molt
and
non,
valut

Vans

1991 DODGE Caravan ES
Fully
clean
loaded
143.xxx miles
$3500
Firm. 759-8509.

COL
Addi
rerr

1995 DODGE Caravan
White, one owner, low
miles Extra nice Call
759-5238

CUS
back
tems
Hors

Used Trucks
1988 FORD F-150 XLT Air,
auto, cruise 103K $3400
753-1245

CU

1989 JEEP Comanche
pick up 4 cylinder, 5
88,xxx
miles
speed
$1500 436-5508

Way

1995 FORD F-150 5
speed $6500 759-1955,
leave message

Ph

1996 CHEVY Blazer LS. 4
door, 4x4 54,xxx miles. All
the buttons. 514.000 8-5.
M-F. 753-4451 after 5p.m
& weekends 753-1580.

Add'

-13k
Con1

1998 DODGE Ram SLT
Laramie Loaded, leather,
power windows, power
locks Black, 31,xxx miles
Still has full warranty
$17,900 435-4632

Ir

18yri
inter(
& q
after

510
Campers
WINNEBAGO
1988
454
wi
Chieftain
Generator, A/C, gas heat
Satellite TV,new Berber
carpet, new tires, new
awning Excellent shape
56.xxx miles. $17,900
435-4632
LAKESIDE Campground &
Manna Site 486 1997
Prowler 5th wheel with
slide out model 30 5x
$18,900 753-6001

MOI

IV

Boats & Motors
1997 Tahoe. 4X4, Green,
gray cloth interior, electron1987- ASTROGLASS
ic shift transfer case, cd
178" Graph. Flasher
150 Yamaha S S Prop
player. heavy duty trailer12/24T M -Gauges
ing equipment. six-way
JackPlate PowerTrim
power seat, new Michelin
miles Bought new- Garage kept49,000
tires.
Almost showroom in
$21.500 753-9673
appearance and performance 436-5500 $6500
Used Cart
25' CREST III Pontoon w/
10' Aluminum top 48hp
1984 CUTLASS Sierra
Johnson. Mint condition
Must sell for $900 Cal
762-0287
759-4699 ask Donald to
BOAT. Motor & trailer 15ft
more information
Fiberglass boat 1990 40
LaBaron
1986 Chrysler
hp Johnson Motor & trailGTS. fully loaded $1200
er Excellent for fishing
OBO. Serious inquiries
270-436-2822
only 436-5617 leave message. Pager 391-3330
630
enter phone number
Services Offered
1988 FORD Tempo. Runs.
needs work $700. obo.
1982 Ford Grenada station
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
wagon. $400. obo.
Decks, Home Additions,
759-9174.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports, Pole
1991
Talon
EAGLE
101,xxx
Black Barns, Metal Buildings.
miles
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Cherry w/gray interior
&
Installed
Finished
$3300
Workmanship
Quality
753-8242
Affordable
Rates
1992 FORD Crown Vic
Licensed
V-8 fully loaded.
LX
753-7860 753-9308
83.xxx New tires, excellent

Global Mortgage Link

ANT
nitur
WOO(

VOLVO. 1990. 240 DL,
Wagon Automatic with
over drive Power windows Excellent condition
57,500. Call 901-247-3986

3BR. 2 bath. 2 car garage DARKFIRED Holds 21,2
41/2 acres. 30ft pool Must 3
Between
acres
see' 753-2279
Coldwater and Stella 4894BIR. 21 2 bath. Brick 2116
Fireplace, garage. large
470
deck Plus extra rental
Motorcycles & ATV's
space Fish pond with
gazebo on 8 acres of land 1979 KAWASAKI 400KZ
753-6965, 328-8321
miles
original
12,xxx

AKC Registered Golden Retriever Puppies
5 females. $200. Colors: dark to light golden.
Ready on March 19th. No history of hip dysplasia. Shots & wormed. Sire & Dame on
premises. Dame also for sale $200.

500

VOLVO, 1983, 240 GLT
4 speed with over drive
Puns
Power windows
great $1800 Call
901-247-3986

SPRING
Oaks
Creek
Subdivision 1546 Spring
2BR House with loft Could Creek Drive 4br, 21 ,2
be bedroom View of KY baths Hardwood ceramic
Pirate's
Lake.
Cove. tile 3225 Square Feet
$89,900. 270-354-6804
under roof $195,000
3BR, 2 bath brick home
270-753-8251
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen 2 car
garage $91,200
Barn For Rent
759-8749

601 Olive Street
Neat House on very large
corner lot Must Sell,
Call 753-5607 anytime
or 759-1955 after 5pm.

ANT
RV's
amp
SOrie
Dish
Sate
Serv

1998 JEEP Sahara Hard
top Like new, with low
mileage Call 759-1894.
evenings
94 Cadillac Sedan Deville,
platinum gray, sun roof,
clean. excellent condition
85K miles 511.900 509S
11th St 759-1987

REDUCED
Almo area, 5br, 21/2 baths.
Also, 36x36 Building on
lot $81,500. Call Kim at
Park Avenue Properties.
362-4224, 362-4148.

1210 Melrose, 100sq, ft
4br, 1 & 11:2 baths. Fenced
in
backyard. $62,900
Appliances included. 270
534-1006

A LL
Elec
addi
porc
floor
Horn
vinyl
Lice!
Lam
937';
ACCE

1995 DODGE Intrepid Tilt
cruise, nice car $6900
753-3970

FOR INFORMATION CALL 489-2462

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts Or 34br house viowasher &
dryer
furnished. near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street Murray
Guitars Amps Strings
Picks etc Hours
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat

HILLDALE
Apartments
now taking applications for
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDDx 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM
LARGE 2br Brick 11
plus
ft
1148sq
bath
garage All appliances, no
pets $550 month Lease
& deposit 436-2113
NEW lbr apt University
Heights Stove refrigerator dishwasher. w/c1 5325
Deposit, no pets 7534937 M-F. 8-5

2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Musket

EASTSIDE

COMPLETELY Remodeled
2br. 1 bath 3 miles from
town C'HA Lease &
deposit required Ca!!
753-5719 or 753-2647

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

APPROX 8 5 acres wil
divide into •tracts, Just off
Coles Campground Road
on Springs Rd 753-9502,
559-5062

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
EXECUTIVE Duplex 2br, 2 acreage from 2 on up
bath Brick.. Garage_ vyith Restricted 1 tract with
auto door Excellent loca- pond located 5 minutes
tion 902-B N 20th. All North of town Call for priappliances. 5585. 2br Brick, vate showing today 75379T 2905
,
duplex 11.2 •batfiltWiswell Road. $4450
753-5344, 559-9970.

Metal Roofing

FROST free refrigerator.
used Carpeting gas heat- CHERRY DR Suite Table
ing stove air conditioner 6 chairs China Cabinet
storm windows 753-4109
5800 270-436-2007

This is a career position offering advancement to
Sales Management.
Were Schwan's Sales Enterprises. Inc. A national
leader in frozen food sales.

COMPLETELY Remodeled
house 3 miles form town.
3br. 2 bath, dining room,
living room. utility. C/H/A
Gas fireplace and garage
Lease & deposit required
Call 753-5719 Or 7532647

,
2BR, newly remodeled,
Fox
Estates
COACH
very nice central HA near
Meadows, located in the MSU
5300 No pets
heart of Murray s finest res- Coleman RE 759-4118
idential communities. offer
3BR 2 bath 5353 121S
City Police and Fire
Call 489-2296
City
with
Lots
Protection
2 bath on Diuguid
48R.
Water. sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95 Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
753-3855
AVAILABLE immediately
lots
DOUBLE Wide Lease
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
Purchase option
bedroom handicap acces027C
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good used
rifles. shotguns and pisSporting
Benson
tols
12th
Goods. 519 S
Murray

3BR , 1 bath, gas heat
$390/mo • deposit
753-9826

28R, near MSU, central
HA. Washer dryer furnished. furniture optional
Coleman RE 759-4118

284
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

3/4 ACRE Lots All underground
utilities
city
Woodgate/ Gatesborougn
area $16,900 435-4632
MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits Private
country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 Of 1888-6730040

3BR, In Town 5350/ month
plus deposit No pets, Call
753-5109

2BR near MSU $325
Water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118

NICE 2br No pets
53-9866

I

2BR House has stove
refrigerator. w/c1 Across
the street from MSU $400/
month Deposit, 1yr lease
No pets More info call
Larry Rogers. Day753-3734 Night- 767-9230

2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

2BR 2 bath Near
press Springs
esort 5225,mo plus
deposit 436-2096

460
I

2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109

2BR, Like new townhouse
C/hi'A, appliances Very
nice Coleman RE
759-4118

$12,500 759-2316

USE Your tax refund to buy
a hot tub We must sell our
5 person Polynesian Spas
436-5933.
Tub Work fine 'It's a barStore Hours- 9a m -7p m
gain at $800 Call 753Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard Accepted 4870
USED VCR For Sale $60
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs Good condition, but may
need cleaning 75ci 7)215
A. Certified Technician

COME GROW

1

1 OR 2br apts near down1996
SPIRAL
Mobile
town Murray starting at
Home
3br, 2 bath
$200/mo 753-4109
436Assumable Loan
1BR apt available, all appli5066
ances furnished Mur-Cal
1998 16x80 Legend Gas
Realty 753-4444
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
Must be moved $24,000 2BR Duplex Quiet neighborhood $300/ month
obo Call 435-4401
$300/ deposit No pets
Mid-American
•1998
753-6870. leave message
16x80. 3BR., 2 bath. A/C &
Near Hospital 207S
2BR
appliances $27,000
11th St $275 753-3415
753-7123
•12 5 acres, woods creek

Internet Service
South On Route 121

SALES/ROUTE MANAGEMENT

. ---

WANTED Riding mowers
go carts & 4 wheelers that
need work 436-2867

EMachine
333MHZ
150
Midge
Loaded with software free
FINS*
Internet access
local
5399
1983 CUTLASS w'350
759-4439
engine $650
COMPUTER Problems?
AKC Boxer Puppy Female
Freeze Ups? Cant Get On 5 wks old VIM
The Internet? Crashes?
759-0682
Unexplained Errors? If
BUFFET
Bar For Sale
Your Macintosh Computer
759-2236
is Giving You Fits. Give Me
A Call At 753-5778 I Can DP Exercise bike $40
Antique vanity with circular
Help The MacDoc
mirror $75 Child s desk &
GOT Computer
chair $10 759-9424
Questions?
GE
STANDARD-SIZE
Call Tony Powell
electric range white. new
1270)-753-9206
Amana window air condiKELLERS
tioner. never been out of
COMPUTER PLACE.
Sears generator
New Hardware & Software box
never been out of box
Upgrades &
759-5622
Free Estimates

NOW taking application for
full time meat dept help
Apply in person at D&T
Foods Ask to speak to
Frank ot Danny Hinton

Domestic & Childcare

WANT To Buy Acreage for
terrain
Rolling
home
w/mature trees Within 8
miles North or South of
Murray Call 759-5202

340
Nouns For Rent

For Reel

Want to Buy
FOR
sale
Motorola
MicroTAC 650 cellular
phone with two complete
Hands Free car kits, $100
Cali "5351 71

EL

MARCH 20, 2000

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions. Decks, painting.
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding. roofing
No Job Too Small.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters. etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service,
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* RepairsCustom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272

free
ii
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•Ct
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Services Offered

ssic Blue
line $900
241, leave

iurus GI.
Engine.
3,500.
D.
trepid. Tilt,
kr. $6900.

.scort LX.
condition.
. $2800.

onv.
cx miles
44.
lora. Hard
with low
759-1894,

Ian DeviIle,
sun roof,
condition
)00 509 S
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all
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240 DL,
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ower winI condition
1-247-3986

aravan ES
clean
s $3500

I,

Caravan
wn'er, low
a. Call
38.

50 XLT Air,
13K $3400

Comanche
;ylinder, 5
miles
cx
8.
F-150 5
759-1955,

Hazer LS. 4
cx miles. All
4,000. 8-5,
after 5p.m.
3-1580.
Ram SLT
ed, leather,
Ns. power
1,xxx miles
warranty.
632

ere

NNEBAGO
454
Ni
gas heat
new Berber
tires new
lent shape
$17,900

lipground &
#86 1997
wheel with
lel 30 5x
1001

dotorS

OGLASS
Flasher.
S.S.Prop.
Gauges.
owerTrim.
larage keptwroom in
nd perform00. $6500.
Pontoon w/
top. 48hp
t condition.

. trailer. 15ft.
at. 1990 40
motor & trailfor fishing.
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Vinyl Siding
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Rates
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Offered

FENCING
DEAD Shrub & tree
Midway Fence Company.
Removal. Call
Chain link, & custom wood
270-435-4645.
privacy fences, installation
DECKS, Roofing, vinyl sidand repairs at reasonable ing. Quality work. Free estiprices. Dickie Farley
mates. Over 25 years
ALL
Carpentry,
All
759-1519.
Gerald
experience.
Electrical. Home building. FUTRELL'S Tree
Service Walters.
additions,
remodeling, Trimming, removal, stump
753-2592.
porches, decks. Rotten grinding, firewood. Insured.
GUTTERS:
floors, sagging roofs. 489-2839.
High quality seamless aluHome & Mobile repair,
eLtunitit..au.
minum gutters. gutter supvinyl siding. References.
New construction,
gutter repair and
Licensed & insured. Call remodeling, or just replac- plies,
shutters. Variety of colors.
Larry Nimmo. Day- 753ing a switch.
Free estimates. Call West
9372. Night- 753-0353.
Licensed & Insured.
Ky Seamless Gutters.
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
753-0834
753-0278.
Including
ANTENNAS
GARDENS
Roofing.
HANDYMAN,
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
Tractor tilled & bush
Carpentry, Plumbing, Yard
amplifiers, and acceshogging. Jimmy Edwards. Work, Porches & Decks.
sories.
435-4465.
Any job. Call Danny
Dish Network & Direct TV
weedeater, tiller Paschall, 492-8500.
GET
your
Satellite Systems, Sales,
or lawnmower readyeall HARVEY'S lawn mowing.
Service and Installation.
Cecil McLeod's small 489-2966.
Beasley's Antenna
engine repair. Pick up and
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY delivery. 753-9814.
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
- woodworking. 753-8056.
Serving The Area For 27 Years
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS \
years experience. BOBBY
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood •
HOPPER, 436-5848.
• Laminate Flooring
BACKHOE SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
BY CERTIFIED STAFF
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
753-5592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
backhoe work, septic sys• Brick • All External Cleaning
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
•Acid Cleaning Available
Horace Sholar.
•We
Use
Hot
Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
David Borders
Phone(270)759-4734
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Frei) Estimates.
Gerald Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
DAVES Carpentry
Home Improvement
Remodels Decks,
270-436-2269
Additions. We Do It Right.
1-800-821-6907
• 270-474-8417.
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates Free Iratiming
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
Cleanup Service
24 Hr .Serut e
or local. Licensed &
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Insured. Luke Lamb
Equipment
Tree & Stunip
270-753-2555.
Renuisal
Lamb
1-800-636-5262.
LAWNS Mowed!
18yrs. Experience. If your
Fencing
Landscape
interested in dependability
Decks
Lawncare
& quality call 492-6134
after 5p.m.

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

JOE SMITH CARPET

David's Cleaning
Services

c:--t1-1amb Brothers
Tree Service

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
MORGAN'S Mowing
Service- Low prices,
free estimates. 753-9210.

Multi Service
Construction
•New Construction
*Remodeling *Roofing
*Concrete *Vinyl Siding
*Painting "Plumbing
*Electrical. Free
Estimates.
David Crossett
270-354-8216.
270-887-1660.
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing, Mowing,
Landscaping. 753-5904
Ask for Jason.
PROFESSIONAL
Tax
Services. Call Susan at
489-2000.
REASONABLE Lawn Care
Mowing, Trimming, Odd
Jobs Ask Us About Our
Senior Citizen Discounts
Call 753-0888.
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs.
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs. Free estimates.
270-437-4559.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call
a
professional.
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial. 270-435-4645.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TOTAL Lawn Care
Call Nichols Lawn
Maintenance Inc. For Free
Estimate. 759-9577.

DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
floor
*Install braces &
'costs under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water
and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
David
improvements
Gallimore, Own*. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES

Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

S9995

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530

Dish Nct
Iii I, I
I

tit IL

11

d:SR

ti]

FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d•:h

olpiEcrif
Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
'Next to Pizza Hut,

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines.
• Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements.
David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422

Biopsies detect cancer, but
M.S. nmstruction won't change breast shape
Services Offered

rvices Offered

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609
WORK/ odd jobs wanted.
No job too small. Give us a
call. We do it all. Phone
753-2388 or 436-5759

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs
Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125
FREE: 4mo. old mixed
Chow. Female. 759-0196.

utawkins Pressure Cleaning

Savings
From
A to Z

Commercial & Residential
*HOUSES
•FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
-DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCE'

with the
LEbGER & TIMES

g

753-1916

I

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY for Tuesday.
March 21, 2000:
Make the most of opportunities that fall
into your lap this year; many will come
from out of the blue. You pull the wild
card-anything and everything can happen! Friends and networking are instrumental to your success. Aim for what
you want. Stay directed. If you are single, relationships are very important this
year. You will want a friendship as well
as an emotional tie. You are likely to
meet someone special through friends. If
attached, you get frequent surprises from
your mate. Learn when to defer and
when not to. Caring flows if you remain
open to feedback. LIBRA always has a
different point of view.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** The unexpected occurs with
a friend. You're unconventional and full
of surprises; others present different
points of view. Fortunately, you don't get
stuck in thinking that things have to go a
certain way Tonight: Allow another to
make the call.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Dig into work, and flow with
change and unpredictability. You accomplish a lot as Icing as you don't have a
rigid game plan. Your ability to flex and
move breeds success. Bosses are unpredictable, and you'll need to manage their
energy. Tonight: Work late.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** An unexpected change promotes creativity and allows you to use
your imagination. Tap into your
resources, knowing full well what you
want from an important relationship. A
surpnse encounter can develop into a lot
more. Are you ready? Tonight: Add more
fun to your life. .
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** An associate makes you laugh
and adds- to the levity of different situations. Dig into work; discuss the implications of a long-term project. Work with
others. Consider a home office or another type of investment. Tonight: Your
home is your castle.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Allow greater flexibility into
your life. You'll be a lot happier. and
communication will flourish. Working
with others becomes a snap. Another
might sometimes irritate you with his
temperament. Choose to enjoy his unpredictable behavior instead! Tonight: Out
and about.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Get feedback from others.
Financial matters flourish. Stay ahead of
changes. Be willing to learn and let go of
what hasn't worked. especially in your
professional life. Examine your financial
long-term goals and those within a partnership. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You are a force that is difficult to stop. You know what you want
and will be most ingenious in making it
happen. You intrigue a new fnend or a
special loved one. Do not minimize the
importance of a partnership. Honor an

-.111

Lamb ZIre.,therls

-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800 636-5262 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb'

:11

(270) 767-0062

established tie. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 211
** You could be rattled by a boss or
parent. Think about the different points
of view that are being presented. Yours
might not be the only valid one. Question
whether there is a right and wrong, or if
present issues revolve around individual
differences. Tonight: Get a good night's
sleep.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Aim for what you want,
knowing that anything is possible. This
conviction will take you in new directions. Be willing to break patterns and
take different paths than others take.
Friends play a significant role in present
decisions. Tonight: Where the gang is.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** All eyes turn to you. Make solid
decisions, knowing what you want. Let
your sense of humor come into play.
Your luck with money is akin to a roller
coaster nde right now Take responsibility. Make decisions for the long run.
Tonight: Make a must appearance.
AQUARIUS iJan 20-Feb 18)
*
** You work better with others
when you detach and take an overview.
Many attempt to get your attention, but
you have your own unique filtering system. Make calls; reach out for those at a
distance. Learning doesn't have to be
through formal education. Seek information. Tonight: Where the. music is.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 201
**** Your instincts could take you in
a new direction. Visualize what you
want. Think through a question carefully.
Your sense of what is appropriate plays
into an important partnership decision.
Schedule a lunch meeting. Tonight: Take
a hard lookat taxes and financial' wellbeing.
BORN TODAY
Actor Matthew Broderick (1962), actor
Timothy Dalton (1946), actor Gary
Oldman (1958)

Q: My doctor saw a change
on my mammogram, and she wants
me to have a breast biopsy. How
+.
is this done? Will it change the
Ask your doctor which type of
shape of my breast?
surgical biopsy will be done and
A: The only certain way to
how your breast will look afterlearn whether a breast change or
lump is cancerous is by having a
wards.
biopsy. In a biopsy, a doctor
Sometimes, a breast lump can
removes tissue from the breast. be seen on a mammogram (x-ray
of the breast), but is too small to
The tissue is examined under a
microscope to check for cancer
be felt. In these cases, the doctor
cells.
may use an x-ray machine during
Biopsies are done by either neethe biopsy to help find the susdle or surgery. The doctor's choice
picious area.
Not every lump or change seen
depends on the type of lump,
where it is in the breast, and the on a mammogram means a woman
woman's general health.
should have a biopsy. However,
most doctors will do a biopsy if
Needle biopsies are done with
there is any chance a lump could
a very fine needle to remove fluid
or cells, or with a cutting needle -be cancerous,
Ask the CIS is distributed by
large enough to remove a small
sample of. tissue. The cutting nee- the Mid-South Cancer Information
dle may cause some bruising, but Service (CIS), which serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabait rarely leaves a scar.
ma, Mississippi and Louisiana. The
Needle biopsies will not change
the shape of your breast. If the CIS is a program of the Nationresults of either type of needle al Cancer Institute. Call the CIS
biopsy are not clear, the doctor toll-free at I-800-4-CANCER
between 9 a.m. and 4.30 p.m. local
will do a surgical biopsy.
Surgical biopsies may be done time.
*5**
in two ways. If the lump is smaller than an inch or so in diameter, the doctor removes the entire
lump and some surrounding tisHELP
sue. If the lump is larger, the docUS
tor removes only a part of it. Both
KNOCK
types of surgical biopsies usually
are done in a hospital, with the
THE COVER,
woman going home the same day.
OFF ALS! ek'
Whether a surgical biopsy will
• • ''4
change the shape of your breast
depends on the size of the lump,
A.Au,ular Dp;rophy Ass,Joattorl
where it is in the breast, and how
1 BiO572 t7t7'www mclauso org
much tissue the doctor removes.

Ask the CIS

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
*6 Yr Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth, Quiet Ride
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You have an opportunity
to make a BIG
difference..,
one child at a time.
Please give when asked!
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Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest
1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

FAST CASH
Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 - S15.000
•Auto/Furniture/Other Purchases
•Consolidation Loans
•Personal Loans •Home Improvement Loans

eights
Finance

W

Quick Approval Seruice
Former Bankrupts Welcome

Dixieland Center, Murray
(270) 759-0310
Pam Dial, Manager •Vaneen Puckett, CSR

The Murray Ledger & Times
will publish the Spring Home
Improvement Supplement On

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

Call 753-1916 For Details

Scott Lampkins

HOROSCOPES

Business On A Budget?
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
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Thursday,April 6, 2000
MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
*Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
*Rental Car Discounts (15'0 oft)
*State Park Hotel Discounts(15°.on)
*Eyeglass Contacts Discounts (60°. off)
*Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Mailorder Drug Discount
*A 0 T Security System Free Installation

ALSO INCLUDED...
*S1 500 An ilental Death Polir
*tee Estate Planning
'Competitive Insurance Prodtk:
4Auto Home Farm Heat Life, IRAs)

753-11703
Ii Street

Included

will be tips on:

• LANDSCAPING
• FINDING A PLUMBER
• HIRING A CONTRACTOR
• GETTING STARTED

To advertise your business, call our
Advertising Dept. at 753-1916

MURRAY
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
her new house. Formaldehyde and
by Peter H. Gott, M.D.
urethane are substances well-known
to cause allergic reactions and are
DEAR DR. GOTT: My brother's present in particle board, insulation
fifth-grade teacher is a self-righteous, and other building materials
negative, overly strict, health -food
Of course, paint fumes and dust
nut. At snack-time, the students are from sanding also can cause sinus
allowed only orange juice, vegetables and respiratory irritation. Therefore, I
and fruit. I agree that they shouldn't advise your friend either to use a
eat candy, but I think all this acid in mask when she works or to discontinthe morning would do more harm ue do-it-yourself home improvements
than good, especially for kids who skip before blaming the contractor or the
breakfast. What do you think?
residence itself. An allergist should be
DEAR READER: I think that your able to sort out this confusing situacharacterization of your brother's tion. To give you related information, I
teacher is probably exaggerated and am sending you a copy of my Health
unfair. Juices, vegetables and fruits Report "Allergies." Other readers
seem to me to be appropriate snack who would like a copy should send $2
food for fifth graders, particularly plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
those who missed having breakfast. envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Forget the acid business; it's a non- Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
issue.
to mention the title.
Most elementary-school children
DEAR DR. GOTT: Should Retin-A
are amazingly adept at getting all the be used on the pimples or scars of
carbohydrates they need at home; acne?
carbs are the preferred fodder for this
DEAR READER: Retin-A is ordiage group. Therefore, I endorse the narily applied to the infected acne
nal
nutritio
on
teacher's insistence
lesions themselves. Although the
variety. Give her a break. Don't judge drug's precise mode of action is
her too harshly. At least wait until unknown, the medicine is believed to
your brother has been out of school a act by decreasing the cohesiveness of
few years and can view his education- the outer skin cells, leading to more
al experience with more perspective. rapid shedding of these cells, with
I've come to realize that the teachers resulting release of the oily material
I disliked most in school were really in the pores. Areas of active acne are
the best after all. They actually made usually interspersed with scar tissue;
us kids accomplish more than we therefore, the scar tissue is simultathought we could and supported us neously treated, too. However, Retinwhen we needed help What's more, A works best on the acne, not the
your brother might actually get to like scars.
juice, vegetables and fruit.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there such a
PETER
thing as an allergy to a new house?
Since my friend moved into her new
GOTT, M.D.
residence, she has been ill with sinus
also
She
on.
trouble and lung congesti
did a lot of sanding and painting. Is
there a connection?
DEAR READER: Your friend mayindeed be allergic to components in

DEAR ABBY. Finally, someone
was willing to point out that women
can be as abusive as men. The letter
I'm referring to came from "Worried
Mother in Oregon." When I read the
"15 Reasons to Leave Your Lover,
Warning Signs of an Abusive Personality," I was disappointed, but
not surprised. You have no idea
how many men are in abusive relationships. People assume that
women can never be as violent or
controlling as men. It's even harder
to believe if the man is much bigger
than the woman.
Because of my ex-wife, I lost my
dream job and several friends. This
woman had kicked, punched,
choked and scratched me. She had
thrown things at me in the middle
of the night. Possessions of mine
were destroyed or tossed outside. I
never wanted to fight with her. If
there was a problem, I tried to communicate by talking things out. She
preferred to hit or verbally assault

last as you can. It will take time to
heal, but you'll be much better off."
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
STORY
DEAR OTHER SIDE: No one
— male or female — should
raise a hand in anger toward
the other. Since your wife
seems to have such poor control
of her anger, it concerns me
that your children are in her
care. If incidents of female-tomale violence are not being
taken seriously, I'm stating for
the record that police should
have further training to help
them to deal evenhandedly with
abuse by both sexes.

city and county. F-ort)-Mo children
Ten years ago
were referred to a doctor for further
Residents of Murray and Callotesting.
way County awoke yesterday to a
Births reported include a girl to
heavy -blanketing of snow. Yards, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hicks and a
fields and trees were covered in girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Baker,
white, but no accumulation was re- March 13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ported on streets, sidewalks and Walter Thompson, March 15; a boy
roadways.
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Hatcher, a girl
Births reported include a boy to to Dr. and Mrs. Virgil Etherton and
Terri and Mark Stanley, a boy to a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tom MonLinda and Mark Janssen, a boy to arch, March 16.
Karen and Mark Glover, and a boy
Forty years ago
to Vanessa and David Conner,
John L. Williams, Pat Coleman,
March 14; a boy to Lisa and Ryan Joe Morton and Gerald Garrett are
Bohannon and a boy to Lillie and new officers of the Murray Civitan
Jeffrey Bostick, March 15.
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Jackson
Recent births reported at Murray
23.
March
will be married 50 years
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Charles Jackson, a boy to Mr.
Erin O'Brien and Kate Shepard,
and Mrs. Will T. Winchester, a girl
Murray High School members of
to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Masters, a
"the Light Brigade" won top hongirl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Samples,
ors at the Vanderbilt Open Color
a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
e,
Guard competition in Nashvill
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. AlKemp,
Tenn. O'Brien won first in solo
and a boy to Mr. and
Dodd
bert
flag and both students won first in
Mrs. Eli Alexander.
flag duet.
Fifty years ago
Mina Todd, member of CalloA drainage project on Clarks
way County High School basketis moving right along, acRiver
honorball team, was named to the
to Ray Brownfield, agriculcording
ed
Associat
the
of
list
mention
able
tative of the Bank of
tural
represen
Press 1980 Girls High School Ally of the steersecretar
and
Murray
State Basketball Team.
efforts of
ee
seeking
committ
ing
to
boy
a
include
Births reported
delesional
y
Congres
Kentuck
the
Steven and Denise Seltzer, March
Soil
the
get
to
attempt
in
an
gation
11.
control
flood
Service
ation
Conserv
ago
years
Thirty
The Sigma Department of the problems started in the state.
Births reported include a boy to
Murray Woman's Club has comand Mrs. Eugene Smith, March
Mr.
examina
g
pleted the eye screenin
tions for the year. Sixteen volun- 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Thoteers worked 106 1/2 hours testing Snow, a boy to Mr. and
Mr. and
to
boy
a
and
Thorn
mas
rkinderga
grades,
children in first
18.
March
Jr..
re
Gallimo
tens and headstart programs in the Mrs. D.G.

***
Please advise your
ABBY:
DEAR
readers to take the time to get the
telephone number of an emergency
animal clinic,before they need it.
Tonight my neighbor's dog was
hit by a car. Valuable time was
me.
because she had the telesaved
I
so
times
I tried to leave several
number of an after-hours
phone
could cool down and the children
animal clinic prowouldn't have to see any more vio- emergency her cell phone. Luckiinto
d
gramme
by
me
stop
lence. My wife would
had a card for the clinic
blocking the door or threatening to ly, I also
and directions on the
map
a
with
call
did
us
of
one
If
police.
call the
back.
who
one
the
the police, I was always
When an accident occurs,
had to leave.
s count. A moment of
moment
in
strongly
so
believe
I
Because
now could save a
tion
prepara
in
family and having two parents
later.
life
precious
the house, I kept coming back.
A.J. WARE,ATLANTA
Things only got worse. I tried to
convince my wife, whom I still cared
DEAR A.J.: That's a terrific
about, to go to counseling with me.
ion, and I'm pleased to
suggest
one
the
was
I
She refused, saying
to my pet-owning
along
it
pass
who needed help.
-loving readers. Conanimal
and
needed
I
help
the
got
I
Well,
insurance against
my dignity and self-worth are sider it added
ted.
unexpec
the
returning and I'm finally out of the
P.S. It's also a good idea,
situation. However, the problem
traveling with your pet,
when
still
she
remains unsolved because
along its vaccination
take
to
wants to control what I do with my
records.
medical
and
with
have
I
time
the
children and
to
them. Since I will not allow her
CONTRACT BRIDGE
'do this, she has become more desperate and volatile.
I pressed charges when she hit
me while I was picking up the children. The police would not take her
The Texas team won the event
to jail; they just talked to her. This South dealer.
is the main reason why you do not Both sides vulnerable.
but did not exactly overwhelm its
hear much about men who are
opponents. The final score was
NORTH
abused. If we hit a woman, we autoTexas 100 (International Match
•9
matically get a ride to jail. Unless
Points), Washington 99! ConsiderIP
3
5
4
you have it on camera, with 20 witing the number ofdeals played,this
4
5
6
7
9
K
A
•
nesses and the judge present, a
was a remarkably low score, re+54
woman can do what she wants.
flecting a very high caliber of play
EAST
WEST
For men in abusive relation•KJ8643 by both sides.
4AQ 10752
ships, all I can say is, "Get out as
The bidding shown here is typiQ2
11J 10 6
of the excellent form shown by
cal
10
•
•J 2
the twoteams.At both tables,South
4Q 9 7 3
4J 10
employed the Grand Slam Force
SOUTH
1::•A 1 L_v COMICS
e convention by leaping to five
,
4
notrump after North had bid two
A K 98 7
LC)
diamonds over West's one-spade
•Q 8 3
overcall.
4A K 8 6 2
WELL HERE I GO,St•IINI
WELL I DO,AND
: DONT'
Five notrump commanded
bidding
The
!
CLUBS!
GOLF
MY
KNOWING m-iAT
NEED TO
to bid seven diamonds if he
North
East
North
South West
UP TO,
YU
_4 __O'RE
; LOSE TW/0 (
had two of the three top diamond
4+
2•
14
1•
I POUNDSj I'LL WANT TO
JOIN YOU
honors.So North dutifully bid seven
#
7•
Pass
5 NT
ds at each table, and there
diamon
Dble
t 4")
that he would have
doubt
no
is
hearts.
of
five
Opening lead —
It is difficult to visualize a made the grand slam and scored
ended
national team of four champion- 2,140 points had the bidding
ship with 7,970 teams participat- then and there.
But at both tables, East-West
ing. Yet that is precisely how many
point!
entries there were when the refused to play possum at this
conspades,
seven
bid
Easts
Both
League
Bridge
t
American Contrac
less
conducted its fifth-annual Grand vinced that they would lose
though
—even
contract
that
at
points
1977.
in
ment
National tourna
they
CATHY
After 7,968 teams had been doubled and vulnerable—than
play
to
North
allowed
they
if
would
many
of
period
a
eliminated over
MOM GETS 'SPRING FEVER
I WOKE UP FOUR DA4S
I FLUSHED AN
riTNAS EXPOSED TO A NEW !
groups seven diamonds. Both East-West
ng
survivi
two
the
,
months
AND
CLEANS.
LATER PUPILS DILATED.
S4STEM uitTti LoATER
losing
PAIR OF SHOES LAST WEEK.
(one from Texas and one from the pairs then went down five,
I GET "SPRING FLU"
PALMS SWEATN.. /014 WHOLE
I GOT LOTS Or SLEEP.
points, and the deal
I THOUGHT IT WOULDN'T
1,400
"only"
finally
area)
D.C.,
ton,
SHOP.
AND
Washing
ON
PUT
8004 ACHING TO
I BOOSTED MY REStSTANGE
GET TO ME.
was a washout!
met head-on in a 96-deal match.
SOME NICE NEW CLOTHES
Err STARING AT M4 LAST
BANK STATEMENT
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 20,
the 80th day of 2000. There are
286 days left in the year. Spring
arrives at 2:35 p.m. Eastern time.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 20, 1852, Harriet
Beecher Stowe's influential novel
about slavery,"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
was first published.
On this date:
In 1413, England's King Henry
IV died, he was succeeded by Henry
V.
In 1727, physicist, mathematician and astronomer Sir Isaac Newton died in London.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte
entered Paris, beginning his "Hundred Days" rule.
In 1816, the Supreme Court
affirmed its right to review state
court decisions.
In 1896, U.S. Marines landed
in Nicaragua to protect U.S. citizens in the wake of a revolution.
In 1899, Martha M. Place of
Brooklyn, New York, became the
first woman to he executed in the
electric chair, put to death at Sing
Sing for the murder of her stepdaughter.
In 1969, John Lennon married
Yoko Ono in Gibraltar.
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One year ago: Bertrand Piccard
of Switzerland and Brian Jones of
Britain became the first aviators
to fly a hot-air balloon around the
world nonstop. The Yugoslav army,
taking advantage of the departure
of international monitors from
Kosovo, launched a furious offensive against outgunned ethnic
Albanian rebels.
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Congratulations
Miss Spring 2000
Lane Dennison

'JP]d

1510 Chestnut St.(At Five Points) Murray
Phone 759-0019
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

1510 Chestnut St.(At Five Points) Murray
Phone 759-FOOD
(759-3663)
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-12 a.m. • Sun. 11 a.m.-12 a.m.
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Dennison named Miss Spring

Lane Dennison was no stranger to the camera as a
young child.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Not rain nor a plethora of
extracurricular activities nor a
busy schedule as the Murray
Ledger & Times' Miss Spring
2000 can keep Lane Dennison
from her daily jog.
Life runs at a frenetic pace
for the Murray High School senior, who has been a member of
student council and the varsity
cheerleading and track and field
teams all four years at MHS.
Dennison, the daughter of
E.W. and Tara Dennison, was
the captain of the Tiger cheerleading squad as a junior and
has been on the competition
squad ever since it was added
to the cheerleading program two
years ago.
She has qualified for the State
Class 'A' Track and Field Championships in the 300-meter hurdles every year since she was

a seventh-grader and has also
reached the state meet in Lexington in the 100 hurdles and
in the 400, 800 and 1,600 relays,
earning Region 1 track titles during her first three years of high
school.
A regional Foreign Language
Festival winner and a French
Club State Honors recipient as
a sophomore, Dennison has also
been involved with Future Home-

makers of America, Co-Ed Y,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
Tr -Alpha and the MHS journalism staff.
She attended last year's
National Youth Leadership Conference in Washington. D.C. as
well as Kentucky Youth Association meetings and the Kentucky United Nations Assembly

III See Page 4
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From Page 3
in Louisville as a freshman and
sophomore.
"I usually.- keep late hours
studying because I keep extremely busy," Dennison said. "I really don't have much free time
because cheerleading is a yearround sport and lots of things
keep me busy.. My life never
stops.••

Dennison is especially proud

of her involvement with Pals
and Tiger Pride, two youth-coordinated projects designed to discourage children and teens from
using drugs and avoid drinking
and driving.
She has attended Pals conferences the last two years and
was elected the Tiger Pride activities chairperson as a senior. She
volunteered on Sundays during

•

Ch

12th Street Floral!
4

•Fresh & Silk Arrangements
'Balloon Bouquets & Gift Ideas
*Wire Service Nationwide

110 N. 12th St.• Murray
7534567

the summer and fall of 1999
to organize the Regional Drug
Free Conference, and she has
taken part in Drug Free rallies
at local elementary, middle and
high schools.
In addition to volunteering
at her church's nursery and working at this year's St. Jude Trikea-thon, Dennison has also worked
for four years at Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and as a babysitter during the summer.
"She's gotten every second out
of high school," said her mother, Tara Dennison. "She does a
lot of work behind the scenes,
but she's been lucky and blessed
to be able to be so active."
Lane Dennison has also participated as an attendant on MHS'
Prom, Homecoming and Miss
Murray High School courts, but
being named Miss Spring 2000
came as a complete surprise.
"It was a huge honor to be
Miss Spring," said Dennison,
who was glad that part of the
two-week marathon of photo
shoots for the publication fell
during MHS' spring intersession.
"I was really excited when
(the Murray Ledger & Times)
called me; I was shocked and
thrilled when the news hit me.
I didn't know what to expect,
but I had a lot of fun and the
people I worked with were very
nice."
Dennison said that although
she prefers a natural look, she

• See Page 5

As a child, Lane Dennison enjoyed a variety of activities.
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From Page 4
also likes to keep up with new
fashions, to the point that she
receives some good-natured ribbing from her classmates.
"A lot of my friends laugh
at me because I'm kind of like
an Abercrombie and Fitch or
American Eagle spokesperson,"
Dennison explained."That's what
my senior class said I'd be doing

in 10 or 20 years during football Homecoming, but I really
like that style."
As for the immediate future,
Dennison - whose brother Bryan
is a first-year cadet at West
Point - has narrowed her choice
of colleges to Murray State and
Mississippi. She plans to major
in marketing or communications.
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Siblings Bryan and Lane Dennison enjoy posing for this family picture. Bryan is a
first-year cadet at West Point.
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Shoppers search for fashions
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With spring temperatures
arriving a little earlier than
expected this year, spring fashions have arrived along with
them.
"We've had an early spring,

with area clothing stores reporting that brights are outshining
the darker colors.
"It's kind of like in the past,
almost a retro thing," said Sue
McCoart of Yours, Mine and

•See Page 6
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Lane Dennison tries the newest spring
colors and discovers the most flattering looks.
Featuring Prom Jewelry & Free Spring Makeovers
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and that's made everybody want
to get out and shop," said Betty
Miller, owner of The Place in
Murray.
Along with the greens and
yellows that come naturally with
summer, summer fashions this
year seem to be following suit,
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The fastest way in the
Universe to get in shape.'
I

A revolutionary way to tone up every
major muscle group...
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This class is a
pre-choreographed
barbell workout
)a3 lb. bar
using weights)
done to music.
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owsrPOMP Instructor
John Horns

Congratulations Lane Dennison • Miss Spring 2000
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From Page 5
Ours. "The brights are very good
right now."
Debbie Housden of Corn
Austin said brights have caught
on this year with both men and
women, with men often opting
to go with Hawaiian print shirts
to really express colors.

"Color is big for spring." said
Miller. "After some of the dark
colors we have had the last few
seasons, it's a welcome change."
As usual, though, there are
different strokes for different
folks, and this year's spring fashion crop still offers plenty of

Books help with fashion
reative types who enjoy making their own distinctive wardrobe pieces might get ideas from a new batch of craft
books from The Taunton Press:
"Sasha Kagan's Country Inspiration" ($27.95 hardcover, .February) offers knitting patterns drawn from nature at the designer's
home turf in Wales.
There are cardigans. pullovers, and other projects, but especially interesting are Kagan's designs for coats and jackets. Her
ivy-patterned hooded coat is shown in deep autumn colors; there's
a cropped jacket with a rowanherry design. She uses combina4

•See Page 11
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variety for shoppers.
For example, Housden reported that while casual wear such
as cargo pants for men and novelty sweaters for women are
popular, so also are solid ties
with 'matching shirts for men
and dress/suit combinations for
women.
Don Foster, owner of Dan's,
said some of the finer materials, such as silk, have also been
very popular so far this year.
He said even sportswear has
taken a step toward sophistication.
'in your better sportswear ...
people are going for more of a
luxury feel," he said.
Foster said other "luxury"
items have Included three-button suits and sport coats, french
blue dress shirts and washable
silk shirts.
How different all this is from
last year depends on who you
ask.
While Miller pointed out how
this spring's more popular shoes
are slimmer and trimmer than
usual, Housden said she "really didn't see that much difference" between this year's and
last year's top fashions.
There are also the usual differences between tight- and
loose-fitting clothing, casual and
dressware and expensive fabrics
and more affordable clothing.
As always, though, there are
plenty of choices available and
quite a few months left in the
spring to make a decision.

From head to toe
best.

Lane Dennison enjoys looking her
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Congratulations Miss Spring,
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Ayoub has passion for fashion

her

Lane Dennison enjoys outdoor activities, and is no stranger
to water sports. Even with wet hair, Dennison maintains
a fashionable look.

PARIS (AP) - Mouna Ayoub
is easily at home among her
1,000-plus haute couture outfits.
In fact, she's nearly smothered
by them. The sparkling, befurred,
damasked items totally fill the
living room in her spacious
home in the chic suburb of
Neuilly.
A guest remarks it's like a
glimmering Ali Baba's cave of
fashion.
"We're sorting today," said the
Lebanese-born
clotheshound.
"Not to sell for profit, but for
a February Christie's sale in
London, to benefit a fund for
childrens' art education at the
Pompidou Center."
Most high-fashion clients buy
one to several suits and gowns
a season (at many thousands of
dollars each outfit). Mme. Ayoub
goes for more than what she
needs, because she simply loves
haute couture.
"And all that goes into it,"
she said. "The artistry of the
conception and cut, the fantastic embroideries and details. The
superb fabrics."
She was proud of a receni
show of over 120 gowns at the
Marseille fashion museum, .1
recognition of her discriminating eye.
Most of her collection bear
famous labels: Yves Saint Laurent, Dior, Chanel (by Karl
Lagerfeld), Valentino, Jean-Paul
Gaultier, and younger designer
Josephus Thimister.
She also fills her house with
Vuitton bags, Lalique crystals
and .much else in the luxur
category. But what's visible is

stacked, as if for a sale, not
laid about on a coffee table to
be admired.
Presumably, much more is
upstairs in Neuilly, on her yacht,
in a Monaco flat, and in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia.
Since 1979 Mme. Ayoub, 41,
has been a stylish front-row fixture at many top Paris shows.
Animated and fun-loving, she
nevertheless does not levitate
out of her chair with excitement
as some fashion mavens have
been known to do. She looks
on with discrimination.
She ponders whether this or
that piece is worth the $50,000
to $100,000 usually charged for
the article.
"The question is, what is the
quality? Will this piece matter?"
she said.
Money has never been a worry,
though by now Mme. Ayoub is

such a pet of the couturiers that
she rarely has to pay top dollar or franc. The haute couture
people love her not only for her
willingness to buy but for her
infectious charm.
Born into the well-off family of a Lebanese businessman.
Mme. Ayoub was educated in a
Catholic-Maronite Christian convent school in Lebanon, then
came to visit in Paris when the
1970s war in Lebanon began.
"As a child, I had no interest in clothes. I was athletic, a
tomboy," she said.
"Though my mother had a
wonderful dressmaker in Beirut,
whose work must have been an
early influence on me, I think
the main discoveries were later,
in Paris."
In the 1970s, she married a

See Page 8
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"The Perfect Gifts For All
Your Spring Celebrations!"
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Ayoub ...
From Page 7
Saudi Arabian mogul, Nasr Al
Rashid, and had five children.
When she and Rashid divorced
nearly four years ago. Mouna
sent the children to schools in
America, took the bull by the
horns and became a businesswoman.
She is not just a fashion
patron/donor. Last year. she

bought a 75-meter yacht. the
Phocea, once the pride of Bernard
Tapie, the French entrepreneur
who went wrong and straight to
jail. "The Phocea was a challenge," said Mme. Ayoub.
She has spent at least $25
million fixing the vessel up, to
make it a beautiful yacht for
charter. She hired David Linley,

"I know in many areas it's _going
son of Princess Margaret and '
down. Strings hanging, buttons
the
do
to
es,
Armstrong-Jon
Tony
dangling. What can I say? It
decor.
"And we'll use it when we may happen in some department
don't charter it out," she said, stores.
"I cannot venture into the
remarking that family holidays
big malls and stores.
French
in the new year would be around
too crowded, exhaustare
They
Caribbean.
the
luxury spots in
But back to clothes, the great
passion: "Quality?" she asked.

ing."
But she does love going into
American malls with her only
daughter, Moudhy, a I6-year-old
at school in New Jersey.
"I show her the value of good

•See Page 9
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A young Lane Dennison poses at Christmas.
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•Ayoub ...
From Page 8

; into
only
ar-old

cut and finish in clothes, and
she shows me what is trendy,
and that's a good bargain," said
Mme. Ayoub.
Mouna Ayoub may like bar-.
gains, but haute couture is her
thing.
The doorbell chimed. A pile
of packages from Christian Dior
arrived.

good

She was like a kid at Christmas when she unwrapped them
from their pleated tissue paper
in the boxes.
"This one Dior I loved from
that odd collection by John Galliano last summer," she beamed.
It was a stretch gilded knit,
fishnet sheath, little sparkling
bugle beads knitted in, to wear

over a silk flesh-colored short
slip, plus an elaborate lace jacket, plus a red fox wrap.
The price of this handmade
sexy, showy opulence?
Around $120,000. But that
won't worry Mouna Ayoub.
After all, clothes are her passion and profession.
And they love her at Dior.

NN

Siblings Bryan and Lane Dennison enjoy posing together.
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Use care when piercing
DALLAS (AP) — Sterlizatioh and non-reactive metals are
the big considerations for a teenager determined to pierce eyebrows, navels and other body
pans. says Dr. Janet Squires, associate professor of pediatrics at
Univerity of Texas/Southwestern
Medical Center.
**Parents of teens who show
a strong interest in piercing

Surgical steel and gold are
should inform them of the potential for infection," says Squires, examples of metals used in body
who doesn't endorse body pierc- jewelry that are inert and clean,
ing by teens but thinks they she explains. Pieces made with
should know safe procedures to alloys, nickel and tins may cause
reactions.
do so.
Squires says that serious infec"Parents must strongly discourage self-piercing and shar- tions such as HIV and hepatiing of instruments. These can lead tis B and C are rare, but other
to serious viral infection transmission."
• See Page 11
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Both Lane Dennison and her brother Bryan enjoy sports.
While Bryan enjoys football. Lane enjoys track and
cheerleading.
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Corset now used as outerwear
NEW YORK (AP) - --- The
Victorian woman's foundation
garment of choice was the corset.
tightly laced. Now it's an outerwear treatment by couturiers.
"The Corset: Fashioning the
Body," at the Museum at the

■••••

P1'..-••
r"""I•

gir"11
aer-me

Fashion Institute of Technology
through April 22, looks at the
history of this garment.
Included in the display is a
16th century iron corset, possibly used to correct spinal deformity. There also are 18th cen-

tury boned stays and Victorian
era models which include a
maternity corset, a child's corset.
and a man's corset.
The exhibition takes on the
question of how good or had
the corset was for the wearer.

•Piercing ...
From Page 10

V i

rf

conditions, such as localized skin infections. contact dermatitis and overgrowth of scar tissue are
not. The latter is more common in blacks, she

•Books

sas s.
Marked redness and sw ...Hine are signals for
immediate medical attention. she adds.

•••

From Page 6

Lane Dennison also enjoys snow sports such as skiing.

tions of different yarns, such as
cotton, silk and tweed.
Knitwear star. Kaffe Fassett
showcases colorful designs for
children and adults by his longtime associate. be Hunt, in
"Family. Album" (524.95 paperback). There are bold geometries in squares. diagonal stripes,
swirls. diamond shapes and
abstracts.
Perhaps you've never heard
.of making a collage of fabric.
No. it's not patchwork. It's a combination of applique, quilting.
and painting, and it's explained
in "The Art of Fabric Collage"

($27.95 hardcover. March), by decade by decade. In "Looking
Rosemary. Eichorn. The author Good at Anv Age- 1Doubledas.
does most of her work with a $22.95 hardcover), co-s% ritten
sewing machine, and she comes with Pam Proctor. she discussup with some spectacular designs. es care, treatment. and the effects
such as a silk-lined coat and of illness and stress.
dress ensemble embellished with
It V(111 are natural's redLumiere metallic paints.
haired. sou may he used to the
---- You are what v ou look extra attention yollf coloring
like, or so it seems. Age can attracts.
pull down your skin and your
Prepare for more: "Redheadsspirits, too. Rut Dr. Amy Ness. ( Edition Stemmle. $39.95 hard
herger. a dermatologist, has coser. March) is a photographadvice for keeping your skin ic tribute by Uwe Diet/ to your
vibrant whatever your age, at kind
from the freckled kid
the same time outlining a real- next door to the sophisticated
istic picture of what to expect, siren.
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Age plays role in selection of fashion

suddenly her age was revealed," tia Baldridge, one of the counsays image specialist Emily Cho try's hest-known arbiters of etiquette.
of one of her clients.
"Certainly there . are women
"It's a real tricky thing, and
45 who have fabulous legs,
at
we all want to avoid that incicertainly they can wear short
and
of
dent," says Cho, founder
But I still say it looks
skirts.
in
Inc.
Image.
Cho/New
Emily
to come down to the
better
New York. "But the clothes have
says Baldridge. "Down
knee,"
to match the face."
knee is the best place,
the
to
younger
dressing
A woman
than her age seems to say she and it always has been."
The bottom line, she says,
can't deal with getting older.
that "People have to learn
is
She may look foolish.
how to look in the mirror and
But should a woman of a
certain age run the risk of look- appraise how they look."
But the message may be lost
ing ho-hum?
"You may as well present a on many aging baby boomers.
youthful image where you can. In the mirror, many of them
And if a great body is one of are glimpsing a reflection that
your best attributes, whether looks younger than ever. They
you're 16 or 65. then show it do it with low-fat diets. Pilates.
off with body-conscious clothes," A positive attitude. Perhaps plastic surgery.
says New York designer Marc
There's no real fountain of
Bouwer.
EASTER
but modern times offer
youth,
Fee
Setting
No
"I dress Eartha Kitt quite a
SPECIAL
options to stay youthincreasing
and
body
hit. She has a terrific
Choice of
great legs. I've often said to ful-looking longer. says Phillip
Bloch, a Hollywood stylist who
her, "Eartha, why don't you
Background
celebrities:
dresses
wear this?'"says Bouwer, known
"We:
have the ability to look
into
clients
celebrity
for putting
better. whether it be through
figure-titling gowns.
Still, a word of caution. "It spa treatments or information or
Portraits by
boils down to taste,- he says. products - - body mud from
Hawaii, sea kelp from Japan for
"Even if you do have great legs
hair, support hose that
your
)° ,
at 65, don't wear hot pants."
e% cry thing in, or youth
sucks
age
one's
That means that as
goes up. hemlines should go serum,- says Bloch.
Today. %wine!) are proving
down, at least according to Letithat you really can look better
with age. Audiences shelled out
•
ARCADE
•
PRIZES
•
GAMES
•
FUN
•
million to watch love scenes
ARCADE
•
$50
• ARCADE • FUN • GAMES PRIZES
45-year-old Rene Russo
starring
UI
in "The Thomas Crown Affair,"
III
according to People magazine.
Other fabulous forty-somethings
are Sharon Stone, Michelle Pfeiffer, Andic MacDowell, Kim
3 Basinger, Angela Bassett,
am
Madonna.
iii
"We see so many prominent
examples of women past 50 who
look really terrific and dress the
way they want to dress," says
Sally Koslow, editor-in-chief of
McCall's Magazine in New York.
"Mrs. Clinton on the campaign
stump has been dressing more
III
youthfully, mostly in pantsuits,
looking younger than ever."
The far side of 40 used to
carry with it a list of fashion
prohibitions: no jeans, no short
skins, no long hair. But attitudes have evolved.
"There used to be very clear
rules about age-appropriate dress,
but they really went out the
Enjoy Mr. Gatti's....
window in the mid- to late1960s when older women startwearing the new mod clothes,"
ed
ail
says Valerie Steele, chief curator at The Museum of the Fashion Institute of Technology in
<
(Lunch & Dinner Buffet Everyday!)
New York. "That was the real
point. The dominant fashturning
804 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
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•
ions were youthquake fashions."
As a result, says Koslow of
11.
But when she turned around.
the whistling deadened to silence.
"She was middle-aged. And
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McCall's, -The definition of ageappropriate dressing is very
quaint. What's appropriate for a
woman 4epends far more on her
attitude,
e stage and body
shape than it does on her chronological age. I see women who
are well into their 60s looking
terrific in clothes that a woman
of 25 might wear."

men
legs,
;hort
ooks
the
own
lace,

For Koslow. in her mid-40s. boomers deal with crow's feet
"There are days when I go to and expanding waistlines, the
work as editor-in-chief of a major fashion world serves up styles
magazine wearing a short leather better suited to those below votskirt, a sleeveless top. I happen ing age. They're in magazines.
to dress very youthfully though on store racks, on the runways.
I don't try to wear flash-in-the-It's been difficult for boomer
pan fads that really are suited women lately tO dress their age
to a I 4-year-old."
That's the irony. While baby •See Page 14
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The fashion industry, he says,
-has been so Nouth-obsessed that
an‘one v.ho v.anted to he in
fashion looked like mutton
dres•,ed as lamb, like they're
caring their daughter's clothes.
.foo many of the clothes are
unflattering to people v,ith
mature bodies The 're too bare.
too sheer. often Just too silly.1:.‘ en ()Linger 51/4 omen has e
their reser% ations.
-This spring v,eII he seing'
lots of polka dots and ruffles.
\'though I see their heaut and
admire them on other people,
and it's an absolute fashion look.
It's just not tor me.- says Darah
Simper. 23. fashion coordinator
tor Nordstrom in I ill10011, Colo.
()wig and goes
tee!' er
ointort lone.''
outside in
Steele (0 I: I T. se.nnds that
notion
-Some •t.',1,011, the clothes
‘‘ oh little
are so 'ictinc
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H iii 111,11
put:diets %Voile of The Done,,ter
iroup. ‘‘ho says more people
are more amenable to. and able
to afford, plastic surger to make
their faces look younger.
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Blouses popular for spring

Through the years, Lane Dennison's signature smile has
remained the same.

LONDON (AP) — It's welcome back to the blouse —
frilled, ruffled or ruched, tucked,
pinned, even sequined, and in
denim, leather, lace, you name
It.
British designers say hotpants
and the halter-neck also are staging comebacks for the first spring
and summer of the new millennium.
But this is no revival of the
disappointing designs that passed
for "chic" in the 1970s. This time,
they say, it'll be done sexily,
and with style.
"This year sees the return of
the blouse, with pussycat bows,
frills, anything you like," says
Hilary Alexander, fashion editor of The Daily Telegraph.
"Lots of women are going to
be wearing the 'chic secretary'
look — a well-cut skirt and
beautiful blouse. Separates will
be big."
All in a palette of white,
moss, flesh tones and the most
delicious of pastels — Delft
blue, lilac and lemon.
For leisure wear, "hotpants
are the new trend," says Alexander, who serves as adviser to a
British Broadcasting Corp. fashion program in between covering catwalk shows from Milan
to New York.
Like so many hot items this

year, the tiny pants have been designs at London Fashion Week
given a sexy twist (as if they in September, many British
needed it).
Showing their spring-summer • See Page 16
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designers added tiny seductive niches and ruffles around the hem
or waistline.
They included Clements Ribeiro, whose micro shorts came in
transparent chiffon scattered with flowers or sequins. lnacio Ribeiro,
one half of the husband-and-wife design team, said spring-summer 2000 will be about "a new femininity." embracing "a much
softer approach to casualwear."
Leather is the material of the moment, but it must be soft and
buttery and drape like the most sensuous of fabrics, as Preen

63
—*
Congratulations
Lane!
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I.et Heights Finance help you with
al[ your spring expenses.
Center, Murray
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showed with their dramatic tunics
with halter tops and torn hems.
produced
Gaster
Owen
skintight skirts in snakeskin and
leather printed with holograms,
and relative newcomer Robert
Cary-Williams offered precisioncut molded trouser suits in natural hides.
Alexander predicts that floaty
little halter dresses will be a
big hit this summer, worn under
the new soft knitted jackets that
are expected to 'gradually edge
out this season's cardigan.
Fabrics also will include gingham, denim and lace. Stripes,
spots and florals are all the
height of fashion.
Women also will be flashing
lots of designer labels, preferably the intertwined letters of
Dior or Louis Vuitton, according to Alexander.
"Designers are moving toward
style, quality of cut and mixing contrasting fabrics, textures
and colors," wrote designer
Elspeth Gibson in January's issue
of British Vogue.
And at the most cutting edge'?
More daring women will be
taking their cue from Hussein
Chalayan, British Designer of
the Year for 1999. who showed

II See Page 17

Lane Dennison at a young age.
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concertina frills and fluted hems
on tutus and ballerina dresses.
Others will give in to the
luscious temptation of Matthew
Williamson's low-slung harem
pants and skirts in hot bright
colors studded with jewels,
inspired by India's exotic
Kathkali dancers.

PAGE 17

Fabric care vital
to clothing quality
WAYNE, N.J. (AP) — Keeping your wardrobe clean and in
top shape is a little more complicated that sending some of it
to the cleaners and tossing the
rest into the washing machine.
Sometimes a wool item can

benefit from a simple steaming
instead of yet another trip to
the cleaners, note experts from
Woolite.
And some seemingly identical fabrics may call for 'different treatments.
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Even as a young girl, Lane Dennison knew all about
shoes.
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With her busy schedule, Lane enjoys the extended evening and
Saturday hours at Peoples Bank's Kroger Money Market Center.
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Softer gleaming fabrics on fashion horizon
PARIS (AP) — There arc
refreshing new approaches as
Paris fashion sashays into the millennium. especially in some ever-

softer or gleaming new tabrics.
But it's not likely we'll ever
again see a fashion revolution like
Christian Dior's 1947 New Look

that got nearly every woman in
the civilized world into a corseted wasp-waist silhouette above
a flowing long skirt.

L,Give me an A,
Give me an N,Give me an El
What does thatspell?Illiss S rin
Give me an

Or even the Courreges and
Mary Quant miniskirt styles of
the '60s, when grannies with
legs had to show them off.
Today the market rules rather
than the dictatorship of couturiers and fashion editors. And as
there are so many types of
women, they are offered a big
range by many talented designers.
Too often upmarket stores,
especially in the States, display
racks and racks of dreary garments that are so alike that the
potential client is fatigued before
even trying on. But look hard
into the fashion corners and
small boutiques. The choice is
there.
The top French ready-to-wear
designers are still considered the
world's most creative bunch,
though they may be English,
Japanese, Belgian, or American.
No matter, they've sniffed the
heady fashion atmosphere of
Paris and don't look back.
Take Marc Jacobs at Louis
Vuitton. The American's spring
collection was blatantly full of
the LV logo — once a no-no
except on luggage — now a
selling point as he does it.
From the attractive LV kneelength raincoat worn by Claudia Schiffer at his show, through
all the bags, battle jackets, and

lean pants, the clothes looked
high-quality and proud to sport
their label.
At Dior, Englishman John Galliano stumbled, showing a discombobulated look of denims,
boots, and so on for a slightly
urban cowgirl look. Better were
his "logo" clothes such as the
"CD" on boots or the curious
silk scarves and blouses that are
dead-ringers for Hermes. Trip
over to Dior for Hermes? That's
globalization for you, French
style.
Alber Elbaz,the American still
feeling his way in Yves Saint
Laurent's Rive Gauche line, has
plenty of good technicians, but
the clothes are neither fish nor
fowl; they don't have The Master's touch or the Elbaz fantasy style. However, the trench
coats and white or dark pinstripe trouser suits are reassuringly chic.
Yohji Yamamoto shows mainly long looks that hark back to
another century. Slyly clever as
they are with their ruffle-puffs
at the waist, arabesques of stitching, hints of romantic skirts,
they're still an exercise in nostalgia.
Karl Lagerfeld at Chanel took
the familiar theme of quilting

Congralutationi Zane
The right place for
shopping this spring is...
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looked
sport

in Gala disenims.
lightly
r were
as the
:urious
hat are
Trip
That's
French

and moved it off handbags into clothes, mainly fencers' vests.
They looked handsome with sleek black skirts.
The latest evening Chanel look for the sophisticate is narrow
black pants with a jet-sparkling lacy tunic. Notice also very fitted jackets in "papier de soie" the new tissue paper-like silk.
If Lagerfeld was colorful enough in blacks and oranges to
double for Princeton at Halloween (and this is summer?), several other top designers went in for rainbows of color and romance,
among them Jean-Paul Gaultier, Emanuel Ungaro and Valentino.
Gaultier's work exemplified the typical sexy, brief and sunny
look of many spring collections. Lots of bare midriffs and hot
pants came out in clever and colorful Lycras. A good idea was
the wild print convertible Lycra dresses to be peeled off over the

an still
Saint
le, has
ls, but
sh nor
: Masfantatrench
k pineassur-

teeny bikinis underneath. His
fondness for hipster denim jeans
caters to the young.
Emanuel Ungaro's take on
'70s disco looks included some
pretty print flounced dresses,
stretch tie-dyed jeans with tunicdresses, and some swinging
trouser suits — one in hot fuchsia worn with a dotted turquoise

silk blouse.
As always, Valentino could not
resist luxury with a capital L.
His watery crepes de chine, the
pretty embroidered dresses and
cardigans, the fine prints are in
dazzling good taste.
In tune with the times and
her good haute couture name,
Hanae Mori opted for red-stitched

and red leather-piped denim styles
in a new take on the denimania sweeping recent fashion
shows.
But her pieces de resistance
were the silky huge butterflyflower prints for evening gowns.
These evening looks — Mme.

See Page 20
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Lane Dennison is as comfortable in running clothes as
she is in formal clothing.
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Mori's trademark — are to die for.
able,
The general silhouettes from Paris are feminine, unremark
bared
of
lot
A
trade.
skin
no exaggeration except maybe in the
navels and legs are shown, though usually for beach clothes.
Trousers
Skins may be long for daytime but are usually short.
brought
Chloe
for
ey
are still a happy favorite. Stella McCartn
acres
—
pants
dressy
flared,
with
back hints of her parents' era,
toppers.
as
chains
of real gold
is
Apparently it's the end for now of strict minimalism. Fancy
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replacing plain again.
Denim and tie-dyed hipster
jeans of the '70s have made a
comeback. Synthetics get better
looking all the time, including
the stretch fabrics. Luxury goods
include leather, crepe de chine,
chiffon, and lace.
But this is not to forget the
plastic, molded(aeroplane)dresses shown off first in London,
then in a Paris exhibition by
Hussein Chalayan. The future
is here, if you want to look
slick as a plane, fuel flaps and
all. The body look is female.
the details aeronautic.
Color is newly important.
with the dreary grays and muted
tones of recent seasons giving
way to cheerier options. Oh
sure, you've got chic Yohji
Yamamoto, mostly white and a
tad of black.
But there are also explosions
elsewhere of chartreuse, grassy
green. daffodil yellow, sea-blue
and lagoon turquoise.
Hot siren red, shocking pink,
plum, lavender and violet appear,
usually mixed in prints.
You can still bet on desert
whites and sand shades for summer suits in cottons and linens,
along with chic Nile and khaki
greens.
The shoe scene sports anything from Gaultier's tie-up thong
models matching the swimsuit
to simple low two-strap sandals
and death-defying stilettos.
And then of course the boots,
cowboy-style at Dior and cutely striped at Christian Lacroix.

WRING
IS' HERE!

Southmide Manor Shopping
605 South 12th Street
Murray, KY • 753-0300
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m
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This little girl, above, grew up into a fashionable Lane
Dennison, below.
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Radiant color expected for spring

Lane

MILAN, Italy (AP) — Black
has become such a way of fashion life these days that even
kids feel garish in anything
brighter than light gray.
But that will all change when
Italian designers shed their dreary winter cocoon and burst out
in radiant color, for the springsummer 2000, the first fashion
season of the new millennium.
This is true not only of labels
like Versace, where black suppresses a natural tendency to
flaunt a Mediterranean palette,
but also of conservative labels
like Armani and Prada where
bland tones are meant to emphasize the understated fashion message.
Shades of lilac, burgundy,
champagne and glistening silver highlight Miuccia Prada's
summer look, while Armani opts
for pastels.
Bright leaf green and orange
red are DonateIla Versace's colorful choices.
The summer color scheme
starts with a pale pastel, then
bursts into bold citrus shades
ranging from bright lemon, to
orange and lime green. Pink
finds its way into almost every
collection. Blue replaces gray.
To emphasize the new cheery
chic the designers use lots of
shiny plasticized fabrics, glistening Lurex and multicolored
beading. Add to all this bold
floral and geometric prints and
you come up with a summer
bright as fireworks on the Fourth
of July.
With the new release of color
comes a new freedom of choice
for the upcoming season.
"Fashion should be pick and
choose," said Stefano Gabbana,
of the Dolce & Gabbana duo,
after their spring-summer preview presentation in Milan in
October, staged in the setting
of an open-air market.
Designer inspiration this
round goes from ethnic to peasant, glitzy socialite to scruffy
punk, with a general trend toward
a return to ladylike dressing.
Trouser shapes range from
extra-tight to comfortably loose,
with the favorite style cropped
anywhere between ankle and
knee.
With the new nphasis on
the prim and proper, skirt hemlines play mainly around the
knee. Others, however, creep up
the thigh, culminating in Dolce
& Gabbana's six-inch strip.
Both Tom Ford for Gucci
and Miuccia Prada, trendsetters
in Italian design, have great
plans for the new millennium
lady.
The Prada socialite loves the.
soft feel of cashmere in a myriad of sweaters with a slim
graceful belt to mark the waist-

line, worn with knee-length skirts
and thick heeled pumps.
Millennium sophistication for
Tom Ford means a sexy black
dress jazzed up by a pair of
cherry pink stockings. Footwear
is an open-toed sandal with a
six-inch sensibly thick heel.
There will be fewer tank tops
next summer, replaced by barebacked apron tops in anything
from traditional Silk to hightech plasticized fabrics.
Not forgetting that it is freedom-of-choice season, Prada
offers hot pants worn with flaming red fishnet stockings, Armani
suggests colored punk strands
in the hair to go with the pastel colored embroidered clam
diggers of his Emporio line, and
Donatella Versace lets her woman
choose between a demure floral printed silk gown and a pair
of sizzling sequined hotpants.
Summer will be a good season for silk manufacturers with
designers favoring silk jersey, silk
and chiffon prints, and heavy
doses of gilded and silver silk
fabric.
Footwear comes mainly in
high-heeled pumps, slingbacks
or one-strap sandals.
In an odd season switch,
stockings, declared out of fashion for winter, make a summer
comeback in fishnet, leopard
print and bright pink.
With all the sparkle from shiny
fabrics and twinkling sequins
there is not much need for jewelry next spring and summer.
Makeup, too, tends toward a
natural look,
Except for the spiked style
at Gucci, intended to be neopunk but actually closer to latter day scarecow, hairstyles arc

sedate, either long and straight,
or pinned up in a ladylike manner.
In conclusion, a quick tip:

enjoy the color while you can
as there may be more dark days
ahead.
In January, Milan hosted the

Italian menswear shows for the
winter of 2000-2001, the first
hint of next year's trends. The
guys all wore black.

Vali/dab:DM

lank
Dr. Russell E. Howard

The Murray
Heart Center
300 South Eighth Street
Suite 282
Murray, KY
270-759-4700
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Court Square
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Delicatessen • Grille
Free Delivery & Catering •753-1551 or 753-1520
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Fashion brings beauty to the wearer
DALLAS (AP) — Boom!
You•re 50 and look it.
Head for the makeover
mavens.
Baby boomers are feeling it,
says Dayton Mast, owner of L'Image. a Dallas salon that specializes in helping customers set
a new overall look that includes
hair. nails, skin, and body.
"They want a more youthful.

modern look." says Mast.
DeeAnne Merriman, a freelance writer and marketing specialist with bases in both Dallas and Des Moines, took the
plunge. Merriman, now in her
late 40s, had been wearing'a tightly curled 1970s-1980s do, and
her hair looked dull because of
the perms she needed to maintain it. Her makeup was a tad

heavy and accenNd fine lines.
"I hadn't realized how gradually outdated my look had
become over the years," she
says.
L'Image experts softened the
short hair style into gentle, natural sweeps and colored it with
demi-permanent color to add texture and shine. The makeup was
toned down and softened around

Con6ealtdations
Aane!

DUMPLIN'S
of Murray
305 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
753-0000 • Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

0

the eyes and a bit of blush contoured her cheekbones. Bronze
lipstick completed the look.
"The reaction to my makeover
was unanimous. Everyone said,
'Wow, you look like a million
bucks. The new style makes you
look 10 years younger."
Cut and color are keys to a
fresh look, say hair stylists John
Calabretto and Alice Holiwell.
"Styling hair up and away
from the face gives a lifting
effect, drawing the line of vision
up and out," Calabretto says.
"To get a hair style that is a
perfect fit for you, a good hair
stylist will consult with you
about your type of hair, its
growth patterns, your personality and your lifestyle. Styling
should be easy for you and stay
throughout the day."
Holiwell adds that demi-coloring makes it easier for colorshy clients to experience a change
without permanent results. "It covers the gray and lasts about
six to eight weeks," she says.
"With advanced graying, permanent hair color is recommended."
The state of your skin can
broadcast your age. Cosmetologist Irina Tereshchenko repeats
the mantra for your mantle: apply

sunscreen (SP15 or higher) every
day, wash your face every night,
regularly use an exfoliant with
glycolic acid to remove dead
and drink plenty of
water.
When choosing makeup,
lighter is better, she says. Lightweight foundation doesn't accentuate fine lines and wrinkles.
"Lighter colors also promote a
more youthful look," she says.
"Try to stay away from the
heavy colors such as bright red
lipsticks and blushes."
You also could consider dermabrasion or skin exfoliation to
remove fine lines and wrinkles.
Microdermabrasion
removes upper layers of dead skin
with tiny crystals. This exfoliation stimulates production of new
living cells and improves circulation.
"Clients like it because the
process in gentle, it gives imme:diate results and the healing time
is minimal or nonexistent," adds
her colleague, Nona Epshteyn.
Hair to Go
You might just want a temporary change to enjoy a longer
or shorter coif or another color

• See Page 23
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Lane Dennison shows off her sense of style in this
simple, yet elegant dress.
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Flower usage in fine
jewelry blossoming
(AP) - This spring's flowers
include some that will last longer
than usual — perhaps for generations, because they're blooming with valued smiles and precious metals.
"Reflecting the profusion of
floral prints in ready-to-wear, fine
jewelry bloom; in brooches, earrings, garland necklaces and
daisy chains set with multicolored gemstones." forecasts Lynne
Ramsey, president of the Jewelry information Center.
There's quite a garden at
Tiffany (Sz. Co. this spring. There
are pretty ruffled petals of 18K
gold in its -Dogwood" collection. which includes a pendant
ith diamonds, earrings with
pearls, and a brooch. There's
also a delicate -Garland" platinum necklace with tiny diamond leaves and buds, and an
eye-catching "Four Flowers"
ruby and diamond ring set with
I8K gold and platinum.
Other flower jewels on the
market include Jane Bohan's
blossoms with sterling silver
petals and gold and peridot or
amethyst centers, available as
earrings ($200) or as a pendant
on a heavily textured silver chain
($230).
The "Spring Flowers" collection by Hammerman Bros.
includes delicate flowers made
from diamonds, available as
necklaces, bracelets, earrings and
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Women's Dyeable Shoes • Gift Items • Collectibles
Invitations • Home Decor & Much More!
This little slugger is ready for action, complete with a
bow in her hair.
rings in either white or yellow
gold settings.
Prices start at about $400 and
would cover pieces with .25
total carat weight, including a
pair of diamond studs, a neck-

The

lace with one diamond flower,
a necklace with three smaller
diamond flowers, or ,a diamond
flower ring.
Additional diamond flowers
can .he added later as desired.

• Beauty...

egistry
Of

Bridal k(wistry, Brii/a/

Pnim Formal IVear aptii (aft
209 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 767-0350
M-F 10-5 p.m.• Sat. 10-3 p.m. or fly Appointment

•

CONGRATULATIONS LANE!

From Page 22

Fun! Fun! Fun!

while keeping your natural hair
as it is. Or perhaps you have
special needs after medical treatment. A wig or hairpiece can
make it happen.
Wigs or hairpieces made from
real human hair, synthetics, or
a combination can be ordered
from the Jacqueline Hair to Wear
catalog. The company also offers
a custom order service. Call 1
(800) 272-2424; Web site is
jacquelynwigs.com.
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The Ledger & Times
would like to thank the
Dennison family and
Allison Photography for
supplying photos for this
insert.
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Remark
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1203 Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-8844

$173

St. Helen Textured Carpet

Weston Hills Berber Carpet

$2
Apparition Textured Saxony

Battleground Berber Carpet

• 4701 100v6 olefin finished face weight
•9 colors available through custom order

• 45 oz. 10($16 polyester finished face weight
• 16 colors available through custom order

Parkdale Berber Carpet

• 56 o1 finished face weight
• 35 colors available through custom order

• 40 oz. olefuVnylon finished face weight
•8 colors available through custom order

•22w.olefin/nylon finished face weight
•9 colon available tluough custom order

$199 Installed Per Sq. ft.
w/ 6 lb. pacr

$181 Installed Per Sq. ft.
w/ 31b. pad'

$182 Installed Per Sq. R.
w/ 61b. parr

$177

$171 Installed Per Sq. ft

$2% Installed Pet Sq. ft.
W/ 6 lb. pad*

Luxury Saxony Carpet
•4001 10094i polyester finished face weight
•1n-stock

40 installed Per Sq. ft.
w/ 61b. pad'

$242 Installed Per Sq. ft.
ty/ felt pad*

Cheers Saxony Carpet

Morocco Berber

•25w. 10096 nylonecl face weight
• In-stock

•32 or. olefin/nylon bleril
CaP
fuished
eit
fate
• In-stock

.
$191 instailed Per Sqft.
w/61b. pad•

weight

.
Installed Per Sqft.
w/feft pad*

InstaBed Per Sq. ft.
w/ 6 b. pie

tv/felt pad.

Grandridge Berber Carpet
•28 or. olefin/nylon blend finished tact weight

Destiny Berber Carpet
• 28 or. olefm)nylon blend finished face weight
• In-stock

• in-stock

All of our carpet
prices shown
here include

professional
installation.
$166 installed Per Sq. ft.
felt pad*

Remarkable Berber
•4201 olefuVnylon blendCfinished face weight
• 1n-stock

$1
"whrTlleP:11*
P sq

MedPL"
$154 "
P .r

Dakota Textured
• 22w. 1009b polyesterC
aZface weight
• in-stock

Staccato Textured Loop Carpet
•22 or. 10C91) polyester finished face weight
•1n-stock

$110 Installed Per Sq. ft.
w/gioeclown•

Powerhouse II Level Loop
• 22 oz. 10096 polyester finished aceCWIZtt
• in-stock

Buy Now and Pay Later...
when you use your Home Depot®
Consumer Charge Card*.
Ask about no payments and no interest for 6 months
on a single flooring purchase of $250 or more,
inducing installations! For bigger purchases of $2000
or more, you may qualify for the Major Purchase Feature.
See store for details.
*Prices based on basic installation Other charges may apply. See store for detaik

•

decorate with
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at guaranteed low prices!
Sic -

Looking to change the

-

style of a certain room?
How about your entire
house? Then join the
talented design experts
at The Home Depot!' for
our biggest flooring event
of the season! Stop in
today and find guaranteed
low prices on top name
manufacturers of carpet,
area rugs, ceramic and
vinyl tile and beautiful
hardwood flooring. We
offer expert project advice,
and professional
installation is always
available!
111

•

"At The
Horne Depot',
floors make
the difference!"
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'349
S'x8' Elegante Area

115 porindl,

•

Rug"
unaiihed quality 1,SOOpouits

• hip.oietin
• Also available in sues 2X8' and 8X10
through special order
143412o,

329

MIA
syr Delmar

S'x8 Venice Topaz Area Rug"

•Lxtraordmary pattern definition1,0000,000 wints-100% olefin
• Also avallabk in sues 2.X3 2Xti 4th
and Wx11' through special order
(391SS4)

925

$259
5'x8' All that Jazz Area Rug"

'14 pr mos

S'x8' Pakistan Bohkara Area Rug"
• tomb wool pik

• mist, wool pie
• Also availabk in sines Tx4', Txtr, 4'x6'
and 8'xl l' through special order
11481741

• Also available in sizes 2sJ. 2xW. 4'rib. and
8X11 through +penal order
)4972Si

$225
S'x7' Seine Area Rug"
• 10045

hand-crafted woor
• Also available in sizes 2X3', 2X8', 4X6'
and 8'x11' through special order
14862.161

$39
3/8"
• Avada
•One
0621Z

area rugs
$219

110 pr made

6x9' Kalati Geometric Area Rug"
•850,000 points-10046 olefin
• Also available in sizes 2'x8', 4x6' and tkxlt
through special order 1.574381)

$139
5'x8' Gabriel Linen Area Rug"
• 1004, olefin
• Also available in sizes 2'x8', 3'x5
Ind 8x11 through special order
'

$169

S'x8' Daljit Tabris Ivory Area Rug'

• Woven with 1(Xr-16 wool pile
•Also available in Sizes 2X8', 4'x6' and 8'x11'
through special order 1155990J

$97
S'xr Autumn Rose Beige

$6C
Brazil
• Natur,
• 2so•,

$41

Area Rug"

3/8"

•100% olefin
• Also available in-stock in sizes zxs,
CM'and 8'xIl'(8353621

• Avail
Brun
• No-v

r
61x91 Mancheste
definition- I
r6 end

At The Home Depot', our goal is to make shopping for your new floor

affordable and simple. We offer convenient credit plans,
can make
a huge selection and guaranteed low prices. So come in, and you
consultations.
an appointment with a decorator for free in-store
**Sizes are approximate.
't >n The Home Depot' Consumer credit Program see page for key credit terms.

4

$357 InstaUed Per Sq. ft.
wi 6 lb. pad'

Remembrance Plush Carpet
•60 or 100% nylon finished tan, weight
•8 colors available through custom order

Reserve Textured Carpet
• so oz 101% nylon finished face weight
•8 colors available through custom order

6'x9' Fruitful Vanilla Area Rug"
• 100*,olefin
• Also available in-stock in sizes 2X3,2X8,
4X6 and 8X11' I2*0591.

IlIedPerSqfL
$259 w/ 6 lb. pad'

88 Installed Per Sq. ft.
iv/ 6 lb. pod*

$2411 Imtalird Pts Sq. ft
wi 6 lb. pad'

6350
$84

s2
Celebration Multi-Tonal Frieze Carpet

Kings Mill Saxony Carpet
• 41 oz 100,X1 nylon finished face weight
•8 colors available through custom order

•42 oz 100% nylon finished face weight
•8 cokes available through custom order

'885°
5'x8' Tabriz Brick Area Rug"
• 11.8194-) olefin
• Also available in-stock in sizes ZxS,
2x8'. 4'x6 and 8'xl I' i280635)

Installed Per Sq. ft.
6 lb. pad*

$49

Per Sq

Designers Choice Textured
•64 oz. 100% polyester fmished face
'IS colors available tfuough custom order

C

•
•

'Price based cat bask installation Other chimes may apply See lam kw &talk
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$/98
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3/8" Self-Stick Oak Plank Flooring
• Available in natural
•One case covers 11 sq. ft.
At62125/Ails213S (284885)

krea Rug"

5 and li'xl 1

ge

s 2.x3, 2x8,

Zet

$/29

$368
Per Sq. ft.

Per Sq. ft.
3/8" American Oak Plank Flooring
•One case covers 10 sq. ft.
•Choose from toast or gunstock

3/4" Thick Strip Hardwood Flooring
• One case covers 20 sq. ft.
• Choose from natural or gunstock
(33921/01924 (553233)

t48304S

$129
Per Sq. ft.

$179 Per Sq. ft.
12"x12" Oak Parquet Hardwood
• One case covers 10 sq. ft
•Choose from oak or chestnut

12"x12" Hevea Parquet Flooring
• One case covers 10 sq. ft.
• Available in natural urethane finish

05100/A16101 11405S0.1

45101 12028191

wood floors
$6"

Per Sy ft
Brazilian Cherry Wood Flooring
• Natural color
•2503€ harder than red oak

$
4
90PEI Sq. ft.

3/4" Laurel Strip flooring
• 3/4' thick solid oak by 2 1/4" wide
•Eased edge and square ends

$;39

$412
Per Sq. ft.
3/8" Olympic Oak Plank
• Available in 5 stylish colors featuring
Bruce" Dura-Luster"
• No-wax urethane finish

Per Sq. ft.
3/4" Muskoka American
Birch Roofing
• Adds warmth to any room
• Consistent quality

=ZZII
Devon Plank Hardwood Flooring
• ,select white oak,

.40,asorti.v.

-

colors

580

$

rich, elegant hardwood floors? Look no further than The Home Depot'. We carry the
top name brands in hardwood flooring, and all the accessories and expert advice you need to create the
look you desire. And for those of you short of the time to do it yourself, we offer professional
installation, backed by a 1004f)guarantee! At The Home Depot', we're not satisfied until you are!
In the market for

g

i$57

Per Sq. ft.
3/4" Random Width Red Oak
I Unfinished Plank Flooring
ri • Available in 3', 4" and 5" widths

$397
Per Sq. ft.
Natural Reflections Oak Strip Flooring
• 5/16" thick by 2 1/4" wide
• Solid oak construction features square edges/ends

es.

$497
Per Sq ft

12"x12" White Gioia
Marble Floor Ilk
• Made in Italy
• 1st quality ftom Italian quarries
725972)

$2

29 12"x12" Gold Rush Series
Ceramic Floor Tile
Pert' ft •CLus 4 hardnem ratingmoderate to heavy traffic
(282A41)

12"x12" Overtures"' Glazed
$220 Ceramic Floor Tile
aur
angagne'
que Fis= mist'

'
Pe sq. ft-

(94

III

$198 12"x12" Provence Hazel
Ceramic Floor Tile
p,sq. ft. •Texture and elegance
of European antique stone
(206443)

$1 98 2 1/4" Octagon Mosaic Dots
Floor Tile
per sheet • Available in a variety of colors
• Ideal for bathrooms
(198491)

irder

ceramic tile
12"x12" Explorer
$
189 Ceramic Floor Tile
Per sq. ft.

Looks like natural stone,
available in 2 colors
(418503)

•

$179 12"x12" Georgetown
Ceramic Floor Tile
per sq. ft • Available in midnight black,
forest peen and winter white
(449288)
•

••

12"x12" Antica
Ceramic Floor Tile
•Rustic, natural slate look available In modular sizes
kr multiple desigi ponibilities
•Available in 3earthy cokxs mast

II
r

$1 69 12"x12" Cararra
Ceramic floor The
Pm Sq ft. •Inas like European marble
• Available In 2 natural color tones
(442113)

L

59

per sq ft

r

12"x12" Verona
Ceramk Boor Tile
"*.
•Looks like antiqued marble
• Available in beige or wtute
(21.1015i
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$120 exe
p,sq. ft

Rat
Ceramic Floo
llurile
•• Angel* In Mayflower red
16134371

99(
pe,sq. ft

12"xlr Solids and Fume
Ceramic floor Ilk
•. MAIN* In a variety of colon
0310071

Nobody covers more floors awl me Home Depot'!
And don't keget about OW professional installation!
We hire on

the best Installers to do the fob right, and at The Home

Depot-, your satisfaction is guaranteed!
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12x12" Elegant images

12"x12" Chelsea Collection

trill" Dimensions

"Vinyl Floor Tile
$1
st•lt-suci. tire available
Per Sy.ft •High shine urethane wear surface
dewy,

" Vinyl Floor
$1
Per Sq. ft. •ClearkSweep• no-wax wear laver
vinyl et urethane
OVIrtumi'

Roor Tile
$179 •Vinyllasting
shine

Per Sy ft •
dean up nulls
4233731

12x12' Chesapeake
Collection Vinyl Floor me
Urethane no-wax nie
•
ti.
sq.
Per

$149

•Long-Lasting stunt
(1.313411

$129
Per Sq ft

12x12" Harbour
Vinyl Floor Tile
• Urethane no-wax wear layer
• Easy to install
4%007,

vinyl tile
12"x12" Wood Parquet
Floor The
'119 Vin

$119 12"x12.Vinyl Italian
Slate Floor Tile
per sq ft • Urethane no-wax tile

, no-wax surface
dean up easilv

ler Sq. ft.

• Stain and scuff resistant
25O47

12"x12" Antique Painted
$119 Wood Vinyl Floor Tile
pet.5q ft.

• Long lasting shine
•Spills dean up easils

99c„
Pei Sq' n'

12"x12" Themes Collection
Vinyl Floor Tile
•Urethane, no-wax Layer out
performs vinyl no-Wax ble
(671560)

a

am.4.•

69c

12"x12" Riveria Barrington
Vmyl Floor Tile

v,
r 12"x12"
43e
in I Floor Tile
Per sq. ft-

Per Sy tt. •lor:ies lasting dune
• I dean up easily
19,
(

v.4

dein

'

oonteo

At;k1r le Home Depot', you'll find a

huge selection of in-stock and

special order sheet, vinyl and ceramic tile in a variety of sizes and styles. Talk

designers about finding the right style to help you aeate the
home of your dreams.

to our

WA-to-WA.Coast-to-Coast

Nobody.Covers
More -Mors!"
11111EgRGO
The #1 laminate in
the world.
Pergo'r is available in a broad range
of stylish designs to fit any decorating
style.
Pergo is specially constructed for
durability and dent resistaricv -just easycare damp mop or sweep.
Paw'is backed with a IS-year
Wall-to-Wall Warranty against stains,
fading, wear-through and
water damage.
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Kir k. tsh hieL Ku R h
•(JUNK(' trail
Amentan Honey Oak. Red Oak and Walnut
• 1/ I' thickness-natural wood appearame
•20-year warranty against fading, wear and stains
• Perfect for high traffh areas
•Stain, burn and dent-resistant
•Can be installed over most existing floors
i2leti

Easy clean-up
and a 20-year
warranty against
wear, fading
and stains!

So easy, you can
install it youiself or ask an associate
atiout professional
installation!

Monday - Saturday 6Am - II pm • Sunday 7Am • 8PRI

****DORGIESTIR ORM 11 IS. EVERY DAY

Prime My very after *pre 0. 2000 If there are market venation,

WE DELNIER TO MARTHAS 11.6171AD
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WARP& Ka
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111011111/0011, MA
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4001) 721-2247
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.sane 10040211
dessi 11474000
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u 11101011111T, NA"
01111CT. MA*
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41117) 3274000
40171 371143110

40031 727OW
COSICOND. 11111
40031 1177 1000
MAINICN11STER. 1111
4003)1014300
MAMMA MN
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SALM MN
4.1112141100
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